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THE OLD AND THE NEW
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Christmas Trees

DANCE

HAIRCUTS
35c

a

Turkey Shoot
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 21

WILL LOTHROP’S TURKEY FARM

CONCERNING THE LOBSTER
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

ATTENTION
DEMOCRATS
All enrolled Democrats are urgently re
quested to attend Ward Caucuses in the

respective wards WEDNESDAY, NO
VEMBER 17, at 8 P. M„ and Mayoralty

Caucus at the ARMORY, THURSDAY,

NOVEMBER 18, at8P.M.

Democratic City Committee,
John J. Perry, Sec.
137-138

Catch This Year Million Pounds Larger Than
Last—Decision Soon On Rearing Pool
(Rockland, Me., correspondence in Boston Sunday Globe)
Rockland. Me.—Pew denizens of
the deep have more enemies than
that green-bodied crustacean known J
as the lobster, and atop of them all
there now looms on the horizon the
“lobster bootlegger"—the man who
found his nose out of joint when
repeal opened the floodgates for the
thirsty, and who is now going to
see what water can do for him
in the way of furnishing illegal lob
sters for remote markets.
The sharp eyes of Rodney E. Fey
ler, Maine's commissioner of sea and
shore fisheries, have not yet found
the lobster bootlegger in the local
pictures, but believes him to be a real
threat, and a double-barreled one,
for the bootleg product would be
real competition for the legitimate
dealer, would also work havoc with
the supply if the traffic were pursued
indefinitely.
Better Than Last Year

(/)

It isn't strange that thoughtful property
owners are depending regularly upon the
knowledge, experience, and service of this
agency. Why not join these wise insurance
buyers and enjoy peace of mind? Phone us
or send a post card. Today!

E. C. MORAN CO., INC.
Insurance Counsellors
425 Main St. Rockland Phone 98

REPUBLICAN WARD CAUCUSES

An Illuminating Article On An Important School Taylor Preaches Another Powerful Sermon— Marked By a Solitary Contest, In Which the
Course—Manual Training
Rain Does Not Stop Attendance
Winner Has Four Majority

’ Mrs. Donald Kelsey, chairman of
J the Parent-Teacher Association cam
paign for 1937-1838 membership in
Editor of The Oourier-Gazette:
i at the boy who is being introduced to
i that fine organization, is gratified
National Education Week again the course, let us follow him as he
with the response up to the present
I comes to the fore; a time when our attains a certain skill in the co
time, and is planning to end the so
ordination ol hls eyes and hands, and
attention turns to the public schools,
licitation this week.
then finally let us conclude the in—a time, also, when we like to pro I spection of such a course with the
Her assistant, Raphael S. Sher
pound more adequate definitions of boy who must secure the one essential
man, was assigned to “Main Street"
We live In deeds, not years.
our educational system ln our en I most responsible for his future suc
In thoughts not breath;
♦ and he at the start, obtained the
deavor to make more people more cess,—that appreciation of his work.
In feelings not ln figures on a
valuable help of Earle Dow. who al
• • V ~
conscious of the most important ele
dial.—Philip J. Bailey.
~
though a resident of Rockport, spends
The boy who signs up for manual
ment of our society,—the education
training for the flrst time is obliged,
long days in Rockland. That combi
of future generations. Acting under as in other courses, to learn the fun
nation has already secured 265 mem
the stimulation of the period, it is damentals upon which the three
bers towards the announced goal of
my desire to bring to you a statement years depend. These fundamentals
1,000.
concerning the activities of my de are found in one of the most modern
The ward captains and thelr team
partment. In connection with this, and up-to-date texts used in pro
BY DAY. WEEK OR MONTH
members have done excellent work
it ls hoped you, too, will be so stimu gressive high schools: “Information
WASHING & GREASING
j and Mrs. Kelsey feels assured that
lated that you might like to observe and Instructional Units in Hand
, more than 1.000 members will be enFORD GARAGE
these activities of many youths learn Wood-working." by Douglass and
585 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. 1 tered on the record book of the asing the all important procedure of Roberts, revised in 1937. One period
DEAD STORAGE
) sociation this year.
transposing theoretical knowledge a week is devoted to this text, while
136-141
[ Most of the amount received from
into practical application.
the rest of the time is spent putting
membership fees goes into the milk
Industrial arts or manual training into practice the information and
fund, from which milk is purchased
in the past has been considered more instructions learned. The student
for school children, who otherwise
or less of a "frill" in education, but starts with hand tools, making three
might not get an adequate quantity that mistaken judgment is slowly
simple projects. The middle of the
of that important item of diet.
WANTED
disappearing since educated people school year finds him making larger
It
has
been
impossible
to
reach
FOR CASH
have come to realize the coordination projects and using the machinery
everyone and Mrs. Kelsey urges that
See MR. RACKLIFF,
of the course with all the other
Economy Feed Building, Holmes in the event you have been overlooked courses in the high school curriculum. which has been fully demonstrated
and in which he has been thoroughly
St., Rocklnnd
you get in contact with the chair
Manual training courses are. for the instructed, and at flrst it is used un
Immediately, or Phone
man of the ward in which you live,
Rocklnnd 655
136*137 | and that person will see you have most part, considered more closely der the supervision of the instructor.
related to extra-curricular activi There are three of these beginning
one of the cards of membership and
ties. and not so closely related to the classes with the necessary equipment
are recorded among those who have transitional program of education.
for 20 students each. The beginning
helped in this worthy objeot.
Such views are quite erroneous, and classes have a student instructor
j The ward chairmen are: 1, Mrs.
have served to make difficult any
Every Wednesday Night j Neil Packard; 2, Mrs. Willis H. An- adequate definition of the purpose from one of the advance classes who
’ derson; 3, Mrs. Charles G. Hewett; of manual training. However, lt is acts as an assistant to the instructor,
Glen Cove Grange Hall
a condition which enables the
' 4. Mrs. Almon P. Richardson; 5, Mrs.
my express purpose to set forth students to progress faster. Also this
OLD AND NEW DANCES
I Karl E. O'Brien; 6, Mrs. Ardrey Orff;
such a definition and to try to show shows the confidence that the in
PRIZE EVERY NIGHT
j 7 Mrs. Stanley Walsh.
that the industrial courses are wholly structor has in his students.
Charles Woodcock. Prompter
coordinate with the secondary educa
197*lt
The student taking manual train
tional system.
ing
for the second year starts with a
« a • •
nine weeks' course in mechanical
Many of the other courses depend
i on this department for their pro drawing. The final problem is to
Expert Radio Repair
All makes radio receivers
ject work; it carries on a constant draw the piece ot furniture that he
Work Guaranteed
MACK’S
repair period and the making of new is going to make. After this is done,
he starts constructing his project
Tubes Tested Free
(equipment for the junior and senior
BARBER SHOP
which is more advanced, and. a more
MAINE MUSIC CO.
high school. The credit received is
Opposite Hotel Koekland
Member of Radio Mfgrs. Service
difficult construction than the pre
137-lt
equal to that of any other course.
124-tf
vious year. This is by no means a
It is fundamentally sound; it has
complete course in mechanical draw
social advantages that cannot be
ing since the time is too limited, but
had in other courses.
I Above all. it brings about the co it proves very practical and necessary
since mechanical drawing and man
ordination of the physical with the
ual training are compatible.
visual upon which most of the public
This not only gives the pupil the
I depends to earn their living. Purability to read blue prints and draw
i thermore the degree of skill that one
j has attained ln this coordination, will ings intelligently, but also gives him
a chance to express his own ideas on
ultimately aid ln determining the
Auspices
paper, to make a mechanical drawing
size of the pay check, since the skill
WINSLOW-HOLBROOK POST A. L. AND E. D. RIFLE CLUB
which is later traced and blue print
learned by these boys with wooded. This brings out his own origin
I working tools, will carry over to
ality and gives him a feeling of more
whatever occupation or profession
independence to be able to create a
ALL DAY SHOOT—ENTERTAINMENT FEATURES
* ! they might choose.
new idea, to put lt on paper, ana to
In our attempt to see manual train
make it. The possession of those
ing as a whole, and to see it through
three essentials either instinctively
completely,
it
is
fitting
that
we
should
Turn Right at Grassy Pond. South Hope, off Route 17. Look for
or consciously is necessary before one
Signs! Hunting Rifles and Shot Gun Shells. All Shot Gun
* study the component parts of the
Shells Furnished At Field. Bring Your Own Rifle Ammunition.
j manual training course. Let us look
(Continued on Page Twoi
REFRESHMENTS SERVED
137-139

Id
O

THAT FOUR LETTER WORD

Volume 92...................Number 1 37.

That

Milk Fund

Subscriptions *3 00 per year payable ln
advance, single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Tlie Rockland Oazette was established
In 1846 In 18/4 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
ln 1882 The Free Preae was established
In 1835 and ln 1801 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1887

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

THREE CENTS A COPY

And so Maine's 30 sea and shore
wardens daily scan the coast with
their binoculars, and any strange
boat which makes its appearance
finds itself in much the same posi
tion as the intruder on the block
aded coast of Spain—except that
depth bombs and the paraphernalia
of sky war are not yet under con
templation.
Just at the present moment, the
Maine lobster fisherman ls riding
the topmost wave. He has seen the
year's catch mounting toward the
6,000,000-pound mark, which is a
million pounds better than last year;
he has seen definite steps taken to
ward the establishment of a State

rearing pool; and he is now jingling
in his jeans the proceeds of his
ctach paid for at the rate of 23 cents
a pound.
And the dealers join in his feel
ing of complacency, for his pounds
are full, and he will be able to meet
the winter demand of the lobster
palaces without discomfort or risk
when prices soar to a comfortable
elevation. Just at present the market
price is from 30 to 45 cents a pound,
depending upon the size of the shell
fish. Last summer the fishermen re
ceived as low as flve cents a pound for
the‘r catch ot certain stages of the
season.
All summer long the 5,000 Maine
coast lobster fishermen have been
reporting a good catch—30 percent
better than in 1936. Commissioner
Feyler estimates. Of course, they
don't pick lobsters off the Rockland
harbor flats the same as they used
to 30 years ago, when the State
catch was 19,000,000 pounds, and
when you could walk down on the
waterfront and buy six for a quar
ter, providing the fisherman didn't
give them to you altogether.
The homely old saying “Times
have changed since Hannah died,”
applies to the lobster situation if
anything ever did.

$20,00 for New Pool
A State rearing pool has long
been Commissioner Peyler's hobbymen concede, and even while th
a very substantial one, the fisher
men concede, and even while the
State Government was playing the

(Continued on Page Two>

Ten thousand people, more than it is the name that saved three thouThe Republican ward caucuses Ward Clerk—Mrs. Lloyd N. Lawthe total population of Rockland, sand on the Day of Pentecost; it was were held last night and a complete fence.
have attended the Spiritual Recovery (name that sent Paul on his mis- ticket was nominated ln each in-' Clty Committe^Cleveland Sleeper.
.! Ward Committee—H. P. Blodgett,
tsionary journeys throughout the Ro
Crusade being held in the Commun
stance. Centers of interest were Ward j
wmUm H
man Empire; it was the name that
ity Building under the Taylor brought Martin Luther to see that 3, where there had been some ru- Glendenning. Alan L. Bird, Mrs. M.
Brothers, during this first week. In [ the just shall live by faith; it was the mors of a possible contest, and Ward R Pillsbury and Mrs. Ruth Bird.
spite of the storm. 1400 crowded into name that caused John Knox to be 6 where two well known candidates I Chairman of Caucus—John M.
the auditorium to hear Charlie such a spiritual power that Mary had a friendly one-ballot fracas. The ' Richardson
Taylor preach an able sermon on |the
Ambled at his prayers; candidates there were Irving G. Mac-! Secretary—Pred C. Black.
it is the name that saved John Wes
Ward Four
“A Tremendous Word of Pour Let
ley and D. L. Moody. It is the name Bride, a former Democrat, who for
ters.” The old hymns, “Jesus Lover that saved my father and my mother the past three years has been work-1 Alderman—Ernest H. Quinn.
School Committee—Clarence
of My Soul.'' “It Is Well With My my brothers and my sisters, and it ing earnestly for the Republican |
Soul." '‘Have "You Any Room Por is the name that will save every cause; and Charles H. McIntosh, a! Warden—Harold G. Philbrook.
Jesus " were sung by the congrega- Pereon ln bhis Pudding who will put former, and popular member of the Ward Clerk—Mrs. Doris Damon.
police force.
tion. The choir under Charlie's dl- lheir lrU5t in Hlm'
City Committee—Edgar Newhall.
In Ward 5 the voters showed ex Chairman of Caucus—Basil H.
rection sang "Lead Me To Calvary."
Here the Sipeaker *ld
st°ry °
,
„
. . _
„
„ the artUt who. standing back to eet cellent judgment ln re-nominating Stinson.
Prayer was offered by Rev. Newell
,
. ,,
, „
___________________ _____________ j a better view of his partially com Alderman William J. Sullivan, who
Secretary—Clarence P. Joy.
pieted picture, was in danger of step had been the right bower of several
Ward Five
ping off the scaffold to certain death administrations.
below, and was only saved by hls as
Alderman
—
William J. Sullivan.
Here are the ward tickets:
sistant, who to direct his attention
School
Committee
—Arthur P. Lamb.
Ward One
j forward, threw a paint brush at his
___
Warden—Walter G. Dimick.
.iftV .«
Alderman—Louis R. Cates.
picture, thus destroying the beauti
Ward Clerk—Mrs Hazel Curtis.
School
Committee—Donald
G
ful picture, but saving the man’s life.
City Committee—Ervin Curtis.
“May I say it reverently tonight— Cummings.
Ward Committee—The ticket.
Warden—Carroll L. Boardman.
' let me lake tlie paint brush of the
Chairman of Caucus—Ervin Curtis.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Nellie P. Grot
Word of God and throw it at your
Secretary—Arthur F. Lamb.
forms, your works, your righteous- ton.
Ward Six
City Committee—Earl U. Chaples.
j ness. for God says your works of
Alderman—Irving G. MacBride.
Ward
Committee
—
Earl
U.
Chaples,
; righteousness are as filthy rags In
School Committee—Jesse BradI His sight if rhey are done without Louis R. Cates and Donald G. Cumstreet.
fiith in Him. Your best is not good i (Bings.
Warden-James P. Aylward.
Chairman of Caucus—Earl U.
enough for God.
Ward Clerk—Mrs Ellen Cates.
Chaples.
In concluding. Dr. Taylor said,
City Committee—Charles H. McIn
“Faith cometh by hearing, and hear
Ward Two
tosh.
ing by the Word of God. Of all the
Alderman—John Bernet.
Ward Committee—The ticket.
supremely intelligent men I have met
School Committee—Parker E.
Chairman of Caucus—Milton M
who are genuine Christians. I have
Griffin.
Worrey.
j not seen cne man yet who did not
Warden—Allen V. Sawyer.
Secretary—Preeman S. Young.
Charlie and Laurie Taylor
i say that he oame to God in simple.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Doris Jordan.
Ward Seven
—----------------------------------------------. child-like faith in the Christ who
City Committee—Arthur D. Pish.
J. Smith, of the Tenant's Harbor died for his sins, rose again, and is
Alderman—Simon D. Crosby.
Ward Committee—The ticket.
Baptist Church. The beautiful old now at the throne of God interceding
Chairman of Caucus—Willis I. School Committee—Robert M. Pack
Melody. "Hush My Babe. Lie Still for him.''
ard.
Ayer.
and Slumber," was played as a speWarden—Vernon Giles.
Secretary
—
Mrs.
Doris
Jordan.
Sunday School Night
cial number by Laurie.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Etta Anderson.
Ward Three
Tuesday is to be Sunday School
The tremendous word of four let
City Committee—Carl O Nelson.
ters as found in the speaker's text night, when places will be reserved
Alderman—Francis D. Orne.
Ward Committee—The ticket.
for the evening, is in John 3:7—“Ye for the classes sending the number
School Committee—Allen F. Mc
Chairman of Caucus—Cart O. Nel
must be born again." the tremendous of their delegations to the offlce. 126. Alary.
son.
Dr. Taylor will take as his subject,
Warden—Mrs. Harold L. Karl.
word being the word Must.
Secretary—Vernon Giles.
Dr. Taylor in introducing his mes “America's Greatest Need."
• • • *
sage said the (Bible is God's camera,
Why Join the Church
and God does not retouch, nor flat
On Wednesday evening, which is to
ter. It bhows us as we are in the
be Church night, the subject will
sight of God.
“I do not wonder a lot of people be “Why Join the Church?" Each
do not like the picture God gives of one of the co-operating churches wlll
them, but we should be a little more be called upon to stand. Charlie and
honest; a little less smug and hypo- 1 Laurie wlll favor their friends with
critical. Do jiot forget God sees ! some negro spirituals.
what is going on inside the heart. | On all the special nights, everybody
Be sure we do not want to bring up I ‘s invited whether they arc members
(By Gladys St. Clair Heistad)
the unpleasant things, but I imagine of ^e Church and Sunday School
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
a great many people are rather tired or notdictionary of Norwegian Authors and
of our standing up week by week and ! Music night will be on Thursday
We—my husband and I—have Just of an English edition of the Old Norse
smoothing over tlie ugliness of sin. this week. Laurie Taylor will play returned from New' York where we Sagas. Furthermore, Dr. Koht has
I have said this because all over New one of his greatest programs. His had a most unusual visit, made pos been or is holding numerous positions
England, and particularly in your selections will be from such com sible by Mr. Heistad’s son. Rolf, who as either chairman or member of the
lovely State of Maine, there is a gen posers as Schumann, Chopin, and spared no time, expense or thought board of such institutions as the Nor
to give iq the time of our lives. The wegian Academy of Sciences, the
eral conception that "Ye must be Liszt.
■visit centered around Dr. Halvdan Norwegian Historical 8ociety, and of
born again” is out-of-date, but in the The program:
........................ ............... Mendelssohn
sight of God you are sinners. God's Duet
The Two Larks .... ........... ... Leschctltsky Koht, Norwegian Minister of Foreign many similar academies and societies
An
Old
Ballad ..................... Arr L. Taylor Affairs, who was in the United abroad.
Word says definitely and distinctly
Novelette .........................
Schumann
Interested in politics from his early
that you must be bom again. Jesus Two Preludes ................................ Chopin States for a conference with Presi
Mazurka
....
...................................
dent Roosevelt. The experience was youth, Dr. Koht Joined the Labour
said ‘Except a man be born again Two Etudes ............... „.................... Chopin
Chopin
he cannot see the kingdom of God.” Waltz —.......... ..... —................ . Chopin so outstanding that I am confident Party in 1911. He is one of the
Lleberstraum
......................................
Liszt the account will find many interest pioneers of the Neo-Norse language
Therefore, my friends may I resur Hungarian Rhapsody No 10 ........ Liszt
movement, and most of his books are
rect an old doctrine: there must
A special feature of all the services ed readers, particularly our Norwe
written ln this language. He has
come into every human soul a new will be the piano playing by Laurie gian friends ln this section.
Dr. Koht arrived in this country on also taken a very active part in thc
life; not simply an emotional dis Taylor, who carries with him his own
Oct 26. and ln addition to his official peace movement, and has represent
turbance, but a genuine change that Steinway Concert Orand piano.
visit In Washington, he lectured at ed Norway at several international
will be revealed to your family, your
Harvard and Columbia Universities. peace conferences. Por many years
neighbors, those with whom you work.
He was also shown many social at he was a member of the Norwegian
There will come a sudden change in
tentions. and we were privileged to Nobel Committee, which awards the
your attitude because you have been
born again. God says in order io Finds
3264 Changes In attend perhaps the two most import peace prize.
In his capacity as Minister ot For
ant. The dinner at the Waldorfachieve the kingdom of heaven, you
Rockland Since the Last Astoria was notably distinguished, and eign Affairs, he has enhanced the
must be born again. If you have
sponsored by the Norwegian Ameri European reputation he had already
Publication
been bom but once you wll! die
can Chamber of Commerce it stressed gained as historian and pacifist. He
twice; if you have been born twice,
Manning's new city directory put the continued promotion of commer has been very active in the General
you will die but once, and maybe not
that, for the Lord may come again in appearance yesterday and found a cial and cultural relations between Assemblies of the League of Nations
as the foremost spokesman of North
before you do."
welcome place on all of the sub the United States and Norway.
Dr. Koht has been at the head of ern Europe and of the "Oslo States."
Continuing. Dr. Taylor remarked. scribers' desks. This year it covers
"The second Must is found In John not only Rockland, but Camden, the Norwegian Department of For
(Continued on Page Eight)
3:14: “And as Moses lifted up the Rockport. Thomaston, Union and eign Affairs ever since the Labour
serpent in the wilderness, even so Warren, the last two towns replacing government was formed in 1935 Pew YOUR FAVORITE POEM
must the Son of man he lifted up." St. George and South Thomaston. men could come better equipped to a
To save your soul and mine lt re
If I had my life to live again I would
Amazing how many changes occur post like this than Dr. Koht. Born
made a rule to read aome poetry
quired a Man spotless, sinless, stain between publications. Here for in in 1873. he received the advanced have
and llaten to aome mualc at leaet once
type
of
education
and
then
took
up
less to be lifted up.
a
week
The loaa of these tastes la a
stance are some of the statistics:
lose of happiness —Charles Darwin.
the
study
of
languages
and
history
at
"What is it to be born again?
New
names
added—Rockland,
When you look away from your self- 1109; Camden, 325; Rockport, 90; the University of Oslo. He received
A PRAYER
his Doctor's degree in 1908 and was Olve me the Soul. Oh Ood—pure, brave,
righteousness and say “Oh. Jesus. I Thomaston, 51.
serene—
accept Thee as my Lord, my Sa
Old names taken out—Rockland, appointed Professor of History at Oslo
To meet these dsys.
vior and God, and from this moment 958; Camden, 209; Rockport, 96; University in 1910.
Ready to walk, head high, with flrm
sure tread—
on I take Thee and trust Thee to Thomaston, 50.
The world's strange ways
Dr. Koht has an outstanding ca
says me from my sins." If in that Changes of address—Rockland,
me to fill cach day with work
moment you honestly receive Him, 1197; Camden, 386; Rockport, 199; pacity for work, and combined with Wake well
done My work with joy
this he possesses exceptional intellec
you will be born again. Only an up Thomaston, 64.
And when It's over, let me laugh and
lifted Christ can pardon your sins.
Total number of changes—Rock tual ability. It ls, therefore, not sur
play
As when a boy.
Don’t sit there and say “I believe in land, 3264; Camden, 980; Rockport, prising that these qualities, coupled
with a distinctive scholarly yet prac May I not scorn the lowly deed.
Jesus;” so do the devils believe. But 385; Thomaston, 165.
The common thing:
say “I believe that He was my Sa
The flrst name ln the Rockland tical turn of mind, have produced out Nor hate nor harm the meanest slave,
whose face
viour; He redeemed me from my sins, list is that of James Accardi, 15 standing results, and in a variety of
Velis Thine, my King.
and I herewith yield my life to him." Trinity street and the last name is fields.
me to sing and fight—not weep
Thus he is found as author or col Help and
We read in God's Word, ‘Neither is that of William H. Young, 118 Thom
cower
When blows fall fast;
laborator of a large number of his
there salvation in any other, for aston street.
Patient to bear, strong to endure—Thy
there is none other name under
The Manning Co., maintains a free torical and cultural books and treaties,
son
True to the last.
heaven given among men whereby directory service at the Chamber of such as biographies of Wergeiand.
we must be saved.
Commerce rooms, with 150 directories Ibsen. Sverdrup and Bismarck, studies So be my Helper, Father; comfort me
With staff and rod.
With
great
earnestness,
the covering 10 of the Important New of American flnancial and social con Till
I shall give Thee back Thy year,
well ltved
preacher said “Oh men and women, England cities, and many others in ditions, Ibsen's letters, BJomson's let
Por man and Ood.
ter.1: and editor nf such works as the
tonight there is none other name United States and Canada
Henry Hallam Tweedy.

MADE AN UNUSUAL VISIT

Mr. and Mrs. Hans Heistad Hear Norwegian

Minister Of Foreign Affairs

The New Directory
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For men to search their own
glory is not glory.—Prov. 25:27.

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

CONCERNING THE LOBSTER

OOING/r/4 p RAK 23 ^BURPEE FURNITURE CO;

"THAT CERTAIN WOMAN"

i year period lobsters have sold as
(Continued irom Pnge One)
------------- ----------------------- high as 65 cents a pound.
role Oi tight-wad it proved willing with the age of improved packto dig down for the $20,000 asked ages lobsters are now shipped alive
I for this purpose.
over a large area. The lobster palRead This and See How To
The location for the rearing pool aces in New Orleans: Dallas,, Tex.
,
. .
. .
. . , .
and Denver, Colo., point with pride
Get a Present From the
has not been determined, but a sort
’ . ,
.
.
.
to menus which advertise live lobof primary election has been held sters from Rocldand. Me/. Roclc.
Governor
j and out of 23 places placed at thc , land> by the way. ships more lobSom; thrHty family is going to bs
State’s disposal there have been s(ers than any other port on the
presented with a winter’s suo. ly of
found three with special qualifies- Atlantic coast, about 2530,000 pounds
the choicest potatoes by none other j
tions and cut of those three one annually. Portland runs second, but
will be decided upon within the next, considerably behind.
than his Excellency Governor Lewis
two months.
„
....
„
„ .. .. .
O. 3arraws, in person. Anxious for
.
, ,
,
,, , .
.
,
Competition From South Africa
Avoidance of polluted water is the
the successM p.vr'xipation of the I
chief thing sought, and a place reThe ^e of the Maine dealers has
mote from fresh water is another been aroused this year by the lnNation s biggest spud I rising state ‘n 1
A I'KIZE WINNER for tone and power—that’s the new DELCO
Fresh water and lobsters never did creai*d importation of "lobster tails"
tne National Potato Week activity. 1
radio. These whe own this modern set have nothing but praise for
agr»e
> from South Africa. Five years ago
J VYFUMrrtrtt c owtyif
Governor Barrows, today, not only
it—let it brighten YOLK home. Select from the latest models at
"The location must also be easily ac- the reP°rts showsd only about 1600
361 MAIN ST&qfctefc
rnuoised the program but offer’d a I
EL'RPEE FURNITURE CO.
cessible. There has been much log- P°»nds comln« lnt0 thi’ country'
sporting proposition to Maine house
rolling to secure this coveted priv- Using tne material for lobster stew
wives.
I’.cge. but merit alone will determine an<* kbster nfwb”rg ,he "pa!ate j’
Potato Week start’d yesterday and
•he election
proprietors found that very few cus- I
runs through Saturday. Urging every
“work on the rearing station will tnm<fis kr€W the dlffe”nc; between
housewife to concentrate on potato
WALDOBORO
begin the moment tlie site has been the -vt'.er tads and lenest to ,
dishes during this period ’ to helo
I
selected.
The
main
building
will
be,
od
lfs
Mat.iC
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s er.
promote and encourage the indus
So they mixed em vp more and j
Stanley Poland, who has re-enlist50 feet wide and 125 feat long, and
, .
,
try" he has offered to penonally i
L.
,
u i. .: more, with the natural consenuences i
there
will
be
103
tanks,
each
holdI
cJ
ior another threc-year term ln the
provide “a good winter’s supply” as a
that the importation of lobster tails
• Continued from Page One)
the other fellow who desires to be
I ing 5230 infant lobsters.
reward to the family setting up thc
,
.
State
Police, has bought a house
Increased un'il up to July 1st there'
____ _a dentist,
______ surgeon, plumber,
come
Down in John's Bay. in the town
best record for observing the occa
hid been received this present year ' approaches the status of an inventor. ,c a yas, amcunt of skin has been from clinton B- Stahl, and will make
of Bristol, there Is a pound filled 653.003 pounds—bought at 20 cents adhere are two of these second year gained by‘ hlm that will put hUn his permartent residence here.
sion.
to
the
brim
with
10.700
pounds
ol
He has set no official rules of
pound in comparison with SI 25 a ' classes doing the same quantity of ahead Qf hb fellow associat€5 who ________________________________
seed lobsters, which are looked upon
regulations. All he asks is that the
pourci for real lobster.
work.
have not bad sucb a training. The
as ample material for the first ses
housewives write him a letter telling
"Odds bodkins” exclaimed the
The boy who registers for third fre£dom used in movlng about the
sion of the rearing station.
what they have done to help make
“ Lobster* fry°reach> The”* fifth stage New England lobster dea!ers' and Jew manual training in which there
converslng wlth cach olher
Potato Week a success. He suggests
on j....
~ .»,„ straightway they appealed to Uncle ts one class, takes the course ln • abn
„, their
>heir work
about
work uslne
using the
the files,
files, books
books ,
in 21 to 20 days, according to the Sam. Uncle Sam pointed his index
that some may serve potatoes every
"Period Furniture and Design. This ( and jnagjizines g0 to make the shop
temperature
of
the
water.
They
meal, have special potato parties or
finger at the building occupied by ccurse. designed by the Instructor is a soclal unU whlch u in harmony
are then seven-eighths of an inch the Interstate Commerce Commis
set up a new record for weekly con
taught for the first time this year. wRh modern progressive education,
long and ready to "sink." In other
sumption. All families large or small
sion and told them to take their and as far as he knows, is the only
has been proved many times'
words, they go to the bottom and trouble there. And the Interstate
will have an equal chance to win.
course of its kind in the State. This | that the course js one that the stu- !
Lincoln
Colccrd
and
Party
Frank
Robarts
Lost
Near
are prepared to protect themselves. Commerce Commission is wrestling
The Maine Development Commission
course in the designing of period fur- j dent never regrets having taken since
Embark On An Alluring
Greenfield Makes His Way The system represents an improve with the problem, while the dealers niture has brought out much talent the
has been appointed as official judge
matter learned, the prac- ’
ment on nature, for of the 5C30 to continue to face the unequal com
The Governor has requested Com
neither the students nor the instruc- {jcal experjence which sometime goes
Voyage
Out of Woods
20.COO "seeds" which the average petition with a brave attempt at
missioner of Agriculture Frank P.
tor realized the class possessed.
make a good hobby. the social <$Washburn to secure a supply of the
Lincoln Colcord, widely known
After being lost in the woods near seed lobster liberates the great ma smiling.
* • • *
pect. the flne pieces of workmanship
jority
are
devoured
on
the
surface
very best spuds obtainable. The writer of sea stories, ar.d critic, Mrs Greenfield for three days ar.d two
If the importation of lobster tails
This class starts in the year with that are taken home, all go to build
by seme other fish.
winning housewife will be brought to
continues
to increase, it will cut a book: "A Course in Period Fur- up a happy memory of the days spent 1
Colcord and their six year old son nights while hunting. Frank Robarts Rockland Nation’s Lobster Center
Augusta where the official presen
Maine’s market one-half, in Commis- ' niture •• published by "The American in RHS.
tation will be made and she will re Brooks, of Searsport, sailed yesterday °f Camden, for whom a posse had 2LA
’“»ter Feyler’s opinion.
Home." The study of the different
DW.C.
turn home with a supply of tubers from Quincy. Mass., on the 75 foot been searching for 24 hours made his 2,000.000 sinker lobsters each year,
periods cover a wide field which in
No Close Time Now
that will last all winter and probably auxiliary yawl Ptarmigan, for a wa>' int0 the open late Sunday after- a" along the coast from Kitten to
GIVES THREE REASONS
The elimination of the lobster in- cludes many types of furniture,
Eastport, and it is a deal In futures,
until another harvesting season rolls
three months ocean cruise to the ■ c r.
five years must elapse before dustry. which may never occur, and namely Chippendale. Hepplewhlte.
around.
West Indies’
Robam an experienced woodsman
a ,obster ]arg? certainly Rot fQr a great many Sheraton, Jacobean Early American Chairman Hamilton Tells Why There
So you Maine folks here is a chance
is Definite Swing To the G.O.P.
Others tn the party who are sail- and hiu"t" ^old
enough to be legally caught. Oper- years, would be a sad blow to Maine. and Federal, Colonial and French
to meet the Governor get well
ing on the "Ptarmigan" include Sam- Daniel Malloy of Orono, head of a ations
___ ____
_____
_____
_____
Provincial.
This
is
not
a
complete
on a small scale have beer., as a little "figgering" will show.
stocked with fancy spuds and win
National Republican Chairman
uel JSliot. Morison of Boston. Profes- searching party of about 20 men, that conducted at Roo;hbay the past
Multiply 5000 fishermen by one list, but deals with the most fa
the title as the most patriotic Potato
sor of History at Harvard University he found his wa>’ to Passadumkeag summer in co-operation with the Bu- boat, and add 25 or 30 smacks, and mous styles from which manufac- Hamilton told a gathering of Ohio
COUR3ER-G.AZETTE SPECIAL
Week family in Maine.
and official historian of the Univer- Stream. some distance from the place reau of Fisheries. 123.030 tiny lob- you will see that the Maine Coast turers design their pieces today. ,1 and Mlchlgan party ]€aders ThursWHITE VELLUM
Each
"
' period
' ’ is
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J,J by means of“
Monarch Size
sity. a gifted writer of history and a where he became lost, and followed it sters being liberated.
1 is well dotted with fishing craft
day
That
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a
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na

75 sheets 7>4xl0'/3
scholarly interpreter of the past; Mrs. until he came to a location with
Under the present restrictions laid when everybody is busy. Each fish- an outline which covers the biog
50 envelopes 4x7
raphy of the designer, and the his- tionwide swing by the voters to the
Morison, Burnham Porter, a gradu- which he was familiar.
down by the Legislature, a fisherman erman uses 25 to 200 lobster traps.
Maine Shewing An Increase ate of Harvard College, who has had 1 Tile Camden man entered the must not retain a lobster which Closed time is virtually eliminated 1 tory of the period, the characteristics Republican party. He predicted Re Your name and address on paper
and envelopes printed in Blue,
considerable sea experience, and will i’00^ early last week with friends measures less than 3 1-16 inches now. Between Cross Island and j of its furniture, its resemblance to publican victories at the Congres
Black, Green or Brown ink.
Of 10 Percent Over Last run the commissary department on and Thursday morning he left the • body shell measurement) or one Eastport, a distance of about 30 ! other periods, its ornamentation, the
sional elections next year.
Only $1.35 postpaid
others
in
search
of
deer,
failing
to
Year
the cruise; Jack McElroy of Washwhich exceeds five inches in length miles, the Legislature has decreed kind of wood used, the type of design., Hamilton said that business has
• h
<i
------ington. D C, New England Director return at dusk. No great anxiety was This dcuble gauge system is one that no lobster shall be taken dur- 1 the kind of furniture made. Sketches
p‘“ed up'
, r
New England s apple crop wUl be , of the
fcr the Naticnal felt by his companions until late which does not wholly please the lob- ing July and August. Monhegan are made of several pieces including
about 79 per cant greater than last Archives- Cap. LesIie
of Friday, when the searching party ster men. as the range is considered Island has a closed time agreement special features used by the designer ,hat the J*°PIe 01
country now
too small.
from June 1 to Dec. 1. but it can be There are many sketches and photo- see the result of waste and ”travayears harvest, and Massachusetts’ Bcothbay Harbor and Portland wi!1
formed,
cranberry crop more than a third be the sailing master and Donald
But the wardens find occasion for broken at will if the fishermen so , graphs that are studied which ac-, ga”be’
larger, the U. S. Department of Agri 1 Miller, a young man of Portland will
comparatively few complaints in the wish.
company each period. Along with| ahe h«h 1^“ 01 * '’<?' “ pre'
culture said Saturday.
observance
of
the
law
And
if
the
The
little
matter
of
expense
enters
, these go instructions setting fourth j d cted’ls here he said. People now
be the mechanic during the trip.
The Department's New England
•bootlegger" comes around, ar.d gets ihe picture. Twenty-five years ago the various methods such as mass. s<^ ln concrete form w at we preMr. Colcord and Prof. Morison. who
crop reporting sendee estimated the are mejab€rs of the bcard of trustee3 Getting Ready Fcr the New nabbed. it is likely to be just too a fisherman could build and equip' proportions, center of interest, con-ld’cted a jear ag0a traP for $1; today the cost is from t tour, surface enrichments, etc., which Michigan Republicanleaders said
total apple crcp at S.458.6C3 bushels 0[ the Penobscot Marine Museum 0!
Kelp Plant On Crockett’s bad for him.
The Maine lebster harvest this ' $2.50 to $3 while gasoline has jumped ; are used for designing an original tbey hoped t0 capture the governorcompared with 5.273.000 bushels Scarsport. p!an t0 do much reiMrch
Point
harvested a year ago. Except for high wo,.k whUe on the cruis; „ jt wm be
season ls going to reach $1.250500.
from 6 cents to 22 cents. ! piece of furniture. A number of good f hp next >car and are behind Senawinds which caused a heavy- drop of 2 frulUul flfld tQ study early
Ccmmissioner
Feyler
believes,
this
Far
frem
being
prosaic, the life of 1 books and blue prints which offer re- ,or Arthur H Vandenberg as the
A crew af more than 50 mc:i is em
fruit in some localities. October grow looking up shipping data, old time ployed here transforming the aban- comparing with a $1.000.0C3 flat last a Maine lobster fisherman has more ; lated ideas to the course, are also 1940 RePublican Presidential nomi
nee. Senator Vandenberg was unable
ing conditions were favorable, ac figure heads and many things pertain
, v
vear
thrills than the average vocation of-1 available in the shop library,
counting for an upward revision in ing to the sea. Mr. Colcord will write doned Crockett s Point plant of the y The price of the lobster in the ' ftrs. And every’ second year rival1; some of the original piceei *’c ■ IU atundLINETTE SUPERFINE
the service's Oct. 1 estimate of 9.067.- fcr newspapers and magazines and Rcckland & Rockport Lime Corpora markets varies
like the wind. "I factions invade the State Capitol to 1 signed this year are: Louis XVI desk,;--------------------------------------------“~”
White Writing
000 bushels.
$110 a pound one see how many new laws they can modernistic desk, cedar chest, modwill enjey an unusual opportunity to tion into an extensive kelp processing saw it go to
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The Service foresaw a 7 percent get into research werk cf early ship plant for the Algin Corpora,.or. of time," said Mr. Feyler. “but that was make and how many old ones they j ernistic wardrobe, colonial sewing
Siveeten it with Domino
36 envelopes 4x5 M
increase over last year in the New ping days.
America. Officials of this concern 17 years ago." Within the last flve- | can kill. Manymen of many minds, machine cabinet, modernistic screen, pure cane dean-full weight
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On this cruise some ol the import state that they expect to start
which the Service estimated would ant places that will be visited will*be manufacturing operations “before
gram on paper, address on enve
will be in the capable hands of Art piano bench, two work benches, small
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lopes. Blue, blark, brown, green
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ink.
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style,
several
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taLarge quantities of kelp, a marine
------- $1.15 postpaid
New England, the report foresaw a da Channel, calling at St. Martin's, growth, will be used and it is under- Basketball Battle? In Thom- lie Simpson and Norman Overlock bles of various styles including mag13 percent crop increase over 1936.
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Tcmcr-ov wi!’
service.
' azine racks and book shelves. All of
hauling off for Barbados after pass- stood that much of the supply of
The Maine potato crop «Umate |
tQ leeward cf st Lucia;
ai ton DCgin
«
girls’ and boys' teams will these are first sketched, mechanically
raw material will be brought from
was down about 2 percent below the
of
Klngstcne st Vincent. New Brunswick. Alginic acid and
Night
have new uniforms for Wednesday's drawn, traced, blue printed and)
ranulatoXl
Oct. 1 forecast. The report explained | ,c
a[ Cannonau and B ,a
------game. A large crowd is expected to ! made.
other products will be produced.
:
that "yields are extremely variable chrtstmas w,u ,bf
at Cajtries
Basketball in Thomaston wiU open
hand to give the wearers of
This will be the second plant of
and in many instances are tom ing
Lucia; going on from there to its kind in operation on the Atlantic Wednesday when the High School the Biack and White a good send-off.
The picture it is hoped is com
ou. somew. at ess . an expec e Rc5Eau, Dominica, arriving there coast and it is reported that a third teams meet worthy opponents In thc Charlie Wcttcn will officiate. The plete. What has been the progress of
T.H.S Alumnae and the Bowdein first game is called at 7.33 o'clock.
earlier in the season.”
the manual training pupil during his
H. M. PAYSON & CO.
about Jan. 1.
, will be established in Eastport in
Cubs.
three years? In the first year we
About Jan. 15, they will arrive at the spring. The W. H. & L. D.
The T H.S. girls will be up against a
PALANCED BOULDERS
beheld him getting the fundamentals,
St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, where Betz Co. of Philadelphia opened a
Investment Bankers
clever group of seasoned stars and
putting them into practice, making
they will spend several days, pro- , factory in Rockland last spring and
will find the going rather tough. 1 But These Big Rocks In Jefferson something that he will cherish all his
93 Exchange Street
Roy Estes Says Market Is ceedlng to San Juan. Puerto Rico.' has had “good results.”
Styvie has a gieen team, but a team
life. He learns next how to read and
Are By No Means "Pushovers"
Feb. 2 they will be sailing on south I
-----------------full
of
fight
ar.d
one
that
will
bear
Portland,
Maine
make mechanical drawings and how
Asking For Smaller Dis coast of Haiti to Cape Triburon. call- 1 This year, the smart thing is to use
watching i.’eftie the season ends, tn
Over in Jefferson two large bal to express himself on paper, and con
ing
at
Boata.
Jacmrl.
Aux
Cayes,
etc..
\
Personalized
Holiday
Greetings.
Make
Establbhed
1S54
play Pieces
the forwa’u line Styvie will use: anced boulders weighing several tons tinues to develop hls manual skill.
and Ftb. 15 the party will leave the j your selection now—while all lines
Representative, E, T. RUNDLETT, The Thorndike Hotel
Small trees, wreaths and decora boat at Port Au (Prince and return are complete; you will find just the Johnson Wallace. Rich an.d Hysom, apiece have defied numerous at- I The third year he studies the masters,
centers, Iva Henry. Smith and Burn
whose
beautiful
designs
will
be
for

18-19T&Stf
tions will play a big part in Maine's to New Ycrk on a liner.
sentiment and design you wish, for ham; guards. Tillson’"'cittk? dTvIs, j tcmPts wlth bar and fulcnun t0 be '
great 1937 Christmas tree business,
Mr Colcord is the son of Capt.! the modest sum of $1 which will buy Hysom. Spear and Tuttle. Fans after ' tipped over and still remain as oddi- ever reproduced, to help him secura
an appreciation for beautiful furni
which is now getting underway. In Lincold A. Colcord, one of Searsport 'a , from 16 to 50 cards depending on the
ture. something one has in his pres- |
terviews with prominent shippers and former ship masters in the China quality, The Courier-Gazette.—adv. watching two championship teams ties of this place.
for the past two years will be anxious
About 103 yards from each other ence all hls life. To design, draw, and
dealers have revealed that "a good trade. Mr. Colcord was bom at sea i
to see the new team perform.
season" is expected and that small and spent his boyhood on the coast ■
I in thc pasture of Nide Jones, the make his own original pieces proves
The Alumnae team will be made up
to be a most valuable experience for
shipments started this week, it was ’ of China on board a sailing ship. The
of Earbara Feyler, Cleora Condon. boulders have been set upon recently any individual taking the course.
stated.
early interest in the sea acquired at
Belle Coates Helm! Johnson. Anne b>' vandals, judging by rocks, used
All of this has been dealing with
Many thousands of trees from 15 to that time has continued throughout j
Jacobs and others. With such stars probably as fulcrums, and Dy marks the concrete course. There are many
30 Inches high will be cut for decora his life, and he is considered an au
it can easily be seen that the High,about their bases.
other valuable experiences learned.
tive purposes. Most of them will be thority on seafaring.
School girls are facing a "tcugh, The larger of the two rocks is 10 They are what we might term as the
sprayed to resemble snow and are in
Mr. Colcord has written several
assignment."
feet in height and 12 feet ln dia- abstract, that ls a student doing
great demand. Shipments of larger books of short stories of life on the j
Tlie 1937-1933 Pek: v. iil mec. a , meter, near its top. Both give the manual work in a shop with twenty
trees will run into several millions China coast in the old shipping days,
team frem Bowdoin College. Not a appearance cf being "pushovers" for others, must learn how to get along
and it is expected that the prices will and one novel, “Th# Drifting Dia
great
deal is known of the team but, a person of any size, but thelr looks with them, is one of the biggest les
be “a little higher."
mond." A large share of his literary
they
go
under the name of the "Bcw- ' are deceiving.
sons one has to learn. To share tools
Much of the supply will come from interests has always been on the di
doin Cubs ’ and will undoubtedly | Notice is brought to them by a sign with others, to await his turn at the
BUY
Cold fall nights call foriD. & H. Anthracite. D. & H.
the eastern part of the State. Many rection cf the sea, and it is expected
have a strong club.
, "balanced Boulders," placed at the machines, to help another fellow
men will find employment in this in that he will bring home a fresh fund
Anthracite warms up cold nights by responding in
The Pekes after two week of prac- foot of a hall near the Dana Hallo- whenever he has the opportunity, to
dustry for several weeks.
of material for future literary work.
stantly to the drafts with a heat-giving fire ... a fire
tloe should be in excellent . ..ope fcr i well hcuse. Wooden arrows guide the learn to respect others, to learn to
During the World War Mr. Colcord
Roy Estes of Rockland, head of a
easily regulated to supply thc exact amount cf heat
the opening game. Coach Wcod had curious to them from the road. De appreciate the opportunity which he
company which will ship "over a half gave up fiction and entered the field
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required for complete home comfort.
several
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left
from
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year's
,
spite
thc
signs,
men
who
have
lived
has
which
many
others
did
not
have
million trees" said that there would ot Journalism, becoming Washington
ALL SIZES
PRICES RIGHT
club,
from
which
to
build
his
1937j
there
all
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lives
never
before
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years
ago,
all
help
to
form
an
in

(
correspondent
of
the
Philadelphia
Phone your order today.
be a big demand in the Middle West
NEW TIRES AND
1933 club. Upham. Elwell. Mc-rlll and heard of the boulders, until mention tegrated personality.
for Maine trees and that the develop- Public Ledger, a post which he held
The experience of working in a
Andersen are back from last year, was made of them this week.
TUBES
ment of smaller display pieces was until the close of the war. Later he
shop, using tools, handling machines,
The starting lineup will prcbably be;
-----------------growing rapidly. He said that the ' was for a year associate ditor of I
I Fqrwards. Howard Anderson, and
Waterproof truck covers and spray to learn the need of carefulness and
519 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND ’
market was demanding better trees the Nation. For the past 12 years he ,
, either Toivo 3uomcla cr Leland Over- hoods made to order. Old covers precaution, all prove very helpful |
each year and that the shippers were ' has been living in Minneapolis and,
RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND I look. Center will ibe takon care of by waterproofed. Awning service. Rock- especially to those who will earn |
making every effort to supply this .Searsport, writing fiction, criticism j
9&E0T-tf
THE ScMd FUEL FOR StMd COMFORT
their living that way later. And for
Douj Merrill. Tho guard position land Awning Co., 16 Willow St.
•
demand."
and political articles.
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Aurora Lodge, F.AM., meets to
morrow night for work on Entered
•Apprentice degree.
* •
——
Dorothy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Austin Tibbetts has been confined
to the house the past week by a case
of tonsilitis.
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Oscar E. Robinson. Sr., is seriously
ill at his home on Broadway.
The Past Grands’ Association will
meet in Camden Wednesday, supper
to be served at €.30.

P. B. Littlefield and P. J. Clark
have been at Wilson's Mills, in the
Rangeley region, for a few days’
hunting.
After a fortnight’s siege of bron
chial pneumonia. Mrs. L. A. Walker
is making dally gains toward recov
ery, although as yet confined to bed.

Miss Ellen Daly has resumed direc
tion of Knox Hospital routine at the
conclusion of a few days' stay in
Boston, whence she was called by Al
ness.

Edward and Thomas Chisholm,
Ardrey and Albert Orff and Harry,
Luther and Burton Bickmore are on
a week's hunting trip at Russell
Mountain.
Mrs. Edward Sylvester gave a sur
prise birthday party for her husband
Friday night, entertaining 12 guests
at their apartment on Main street.
Bridge and games offered pleasant
diversion, Mr. Sylvester receiving
several nice gifts.

The November term of Superior
Court—in session ten days—cost Knox
County $1250.04. The traverse jury
cost $407.20. the grand jury cost
$97.60. and bills of costs amounted to
$193.40. There were flve jury trials,
and 117 new cases were entered dur
ing the term.
Mrs. Doris Ames was hostess at a
beano party Friday night sponsored
by Edwin Libby Relief Corps. Fol
lowing are the prize winners—Harland Rollins, Mrs. Elizabeth Barton,
Mrs. Maude Cables, Mrs. McAuUflfc
nnd Mrs. Effie Walsh. A public
beano will be given Friday of
week at 7.30 at Grand Army hall,
sponsored by those in charge of the
miscellaneous table.
The Universalist circle supper wiU
be served at the vestry Wednesday.
Owing to the illness of L. A. Walker
the men's committee is exchanging
with that of Dec. 1st, which includesMrs. S. M. Bird, chairman, Mrs.^B»
R. Veazie, Miss Myrtle Herrick. Mtr'
Ralph Calderwood Mrs. J. E. Dj^
mond. Mrs. G. W. Palmer, Miss Ade
laide Holmes, Miss Therese Smith,
Mrs. A. E. Orff, Mrs. Howard Dun
bar, Mrs. Artis Pease, Mis6 Gladys
Blethen, Miss Margaret Nutt, Mrs.
Leland Drinkwater, Mrs. Gardner
French, Mrs. Ruth Spear and Mrs.
Harold Marshall.

Our Bargain Rack again offers
amazing values in dresses at $3.00
and $5.00. Also Bradley Knits at
reduced prices—this week only, ktIreda Perry, 7 Limerock street.—adv.
137-138

HELP STOMACH
DIGEST FOOD
Without Laxatives—-and You I) Eat
Everything from Soup to Nuts
The itomach should dlfeit two pounds of food
dally. When you eat heavy, greasy, eoarie or
rkh foods or when you are nervous, hurried or
thuw poorly—your stomach pours out too mucn
fluid. Your food doesn't dlfest and you bare
is, heartburn, nausea, pain or sour stomach,
ou feel sour, sick and upset all over.
Doctors say never take a laxative for itomach
pain. It Is dangerous and foolish. It takes those
little black tablets called Bell-ans for Indlfastlon
to make the excess stomach fluids harmlsss* re
lieve distress fn 5 minutes and put you bMk aa
your feet. Relief Is so quick lt ls amailnf and
one 25c package proves it. Ask for Bell-ans far
Iodlgtitlou Sold everywhere, (c) B»U
Co. 1WT,
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SAVE THIS AD!

Democratic Leader Under In

FOR NOVEMBER ONLY
Our Regular S5.00

Returning of six secret Indictments ’
by the Lincoln Ccunty Grand Jury
Friday night, following a second sesicn. had a sensational aftermath
yesterday, when Mrs. Alice McHal?
of Boothbay, prominent as a political
leader and campaigner in the Demo
cratic party and formerly an official
of the ERA, was arraigned on charges 1
of being accessory before ar.d after |
the fact to breaking, entering and
larceny. She pleaded not guilty
Allen Garwood of Boothbay* also '
arraigned cn a secret indictment 1
charging him with being accessory i
after the fact to breaking, entering
and larceny, pleaded not guilty.
The break resulting in the indict
ments was made at a chain store at
East Boothbay last Wednesday night.
Mrs. McHale, who is widely known
in this part of the State, has a di
vorce action against Parker I.
Hale cf Bcston. pending ln the Su
perior Court of Lincoln County.
A one to two years State Prison '
sentence was given in Lincoln Coun- '
ty Superior Court Saturday by Jus- 1
tice Edward P. Murray when Frank
Cole of Bath, indicted for the lar
ceny of an automobile, pleaded guilty.
Cole, 20. admitted having served a
year in Pennsylvania for the theft of
a car.
Stanley Cates of Rockland pleaded
guilty to an indictment for drunken
; driving and was fined $200 and costs,
which was paid.
( Edwin E. Poor of Boston, after
America's Finest Anthracite I pleading guilty to each of four in
rut satin rust so* tout eo«ro»r
dictments charging the forgery of
TUNE IN ON "THE SHADOW
Every Sunday At 4 P. M. SUUon WCSH small bank checks, was placed on
probation for one year.
Clarence Curtis of Boothbay Har
bor entered a plea of guilty of break , ing entering and larceny and was re, manded for sentence later in the
Court Rules That Thomaston term.
Man’s Cattle Were Ex i The trial of criminal cases began
| yesterday.

have invitations to

New Year’s parties

I

Pleasant Valley Grange jhas its
annual inspection tonight. Officers
are requested to be present at 7.15.
Lloyd Crockett of North Haven will
be inspecting deputy. On Friday at
6 a public supper will be served with
Mrs. Evangeline Sylvester and Etta
Anderson as hostesses.

An all-star fight card is booked for
the Potato Bowl Friday night, when
Dan Roberts, the sensational colored
heavyweight will meet Ernie Brown
of Bangor in the main bout. From
top to bottom it looks like one of
those cards which 6end the fans
home happy.

•

$15.00

Russell IW. (Palmer and fiancee,!
Miss Lucille Dunklee of Campton, N.
•
H„ were dinner guests Sunday’ of Mr.
and Mrs. P P. Bicknell. On their re- j
turn Sunday night, they were accom
Packard Lighters
panied by Mrs. E. C. Kenniston. who
has been a guest at the Bicknell home ,
$1.00 to $3.50
the past two weeks.
_____
The Republicans wil! nominate a
candidate for mayor, in Odd Fellows
hall tomorrow night, and will have
three candidates to select ,from—
Louis Bosse, John W. Lane and Ed
ward R. Veazie. 1716 caucus will be
gin at 7.30, but the voting will last 416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
until 10 o'clock to accommodate
those who cannot be present at the
beginning.

GREGORYS

Members of the Mission Circle will
The Thursday meeting of Edwin
Libby Relief Corps will feature an hold a quilt-tacking at the Univer
afternoon rummage sale, in charge of salist Church parlors Wednesday at
Mrs. Maud Cables, foUowed by a 6 3 o'clock.
o'clock supper with Mrs. Blanche
Shadie. Mrs. Inez Packard, Mrs.
The general chairman for the Hctbv
Elizabeth Gregory and Mrs. Mabel Show reports Mrs. Joshua N. South
Richardson serving as housekeepers. I ard as chairman of ship models and
Business session in the evening.
marine exhibits, and Mrs. Albert
Merchant as chairman of the art
Edwin E. Poor of Northport, who |
exhibit.
has been an object of search by thc I
county authorities since last July
was turned over to them yesterday j Mr. and Mrs. K. C. Rankin and Mr.
and Mrs. P P. Bicknell were guests
and will have hls trial in Municipal J
Friday night and Saturday of Prof,
Court this forenoon, charged with
and Mrs. Howe W. Hall at Orono,
forgery. The complainants are Al- (
where Prof. (Hall is in charge of the
bert p. Blaisdell and the W. H.
Agricultural Department at the Uni
Glover Co. In football nomencla
versity of Maine.
ture Poor came to the Sheriff s de- ,
partment through the medium of a
A. H. Newbert Association will meet
forward pass Patrolman Stanley Po
Friday
night at Temple hall for a
land to Patrolman George I. Shaw.
picnic supper, business session and so
At the Rink, later known as The cial. Housekeepers are Mrs. Vivian
Arcade, there was held June 4. 1896. Hewett, Mrs. Katharyn St. Clair and
a Grand Patriarchs Militant ball, Mrs. Helen Chapman. Members not
complimentary to the Department cf solicited please take sweets.
Maine, with music by the Belfast
Permanent Wave at The Economy
Band. R. H. Burpee was hall man
ager and Charles E. Weeks was fleor Beauty Parlor for half price—Reg.
director, with E. W. Berry, R. H $5 wave, $2.50, including shampoo,
Burpee, W. H. Bird. E. B. Spear. H. finger wave and hair cut. Remainder
D. Ames. E. O. Heald. G. A. Ames, of November only. Telephone 122 for
Walter Spear. A. C. Ingraham, C. H appointment.—adv.
Mcor and G. H. Blethen as aids.
Others who figured on the committee
■Have you been in to see the new
of arrangements were Frank C. Flint. gift items at the What-Not Shop?"
John Colson and G. N. Harden. On Specializing thia week in the color
the dance order, which included 19 ful etchings from famous French art
numbers were to be found the waltz, ists, individually signed; also bags,
quadrille. Portland Fancy, waltz and mirrors, glass, copper, vases, costume
two step. Newport and schottischc. jewelry, and genuine hand craft sil
lady of the lake, lancers, Boston ver. Ohimayo Indian hand-woven
Fancy, quadrille-waltz, polka. The purses, Mexican craft pottery, and
only Odd Fellow in the above list now small Mexican pale blue glass sugars
living is Walter Spear.
and cream pitchers.—adv.

.
I

MAIN STREET
FILLING STATION
Next To Perry’s Coal Office
T. D. Lewis, Prop.

Battery Service

[
j

Recharging

J

MOBILGAS
MOBILOIL
MOBILUBRICATION
131*130

i
|
j
I
•

Rentals

MORTICIANS
Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
361-3G5 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

119-tf

/blue coal’

Tlie tryouts fcr the first play of
Community Theatre Guild, “Candle
Light," will be held in the tower room
of Community Building tomorrow
night at 7.30.

Packard Electric Shavers

Ray Sherman and Earle Dow have
already secured over 250 member
ships in the Parent-Teacher Associa
tion. Dow has a "slight” margin over
Sherman, but Ray says he will do hls
best to catch up with him before the
I end of the week.

I

Charlie Taylor,

whose

Altogether too much ventilation,
was the opinion of Humane Officer
Lewis Hastings, after inspecting
Arthur Pease's barn in Thomaston
where nine heifers and a bull were
tied. The officer was accompanied
on his visit by Cleveland Harvey.
Arthur Harvey and a local newspaper
■ man.
On the ground that they were not
properly sheltered, Hastings ordered
the cattle removed to the bam of
Ralph Pease—Arthur Pease's father—
and the owner of the cattle was sum
moned before Judge Z M. Dwinal in
J Rockland Municipal Court.
He was fined $25 and costs, and
placed on probation for two years.
Officer Hastings says that there was
no fodder in sight when he made his
first visit to the farm but that when
he returned an hour later some hay
had been provided.

The Kiwanis Club met last night in
the Salvation Army hall, under the
charge of the underprivileged chil
dren committee. The speaker was
Supt. George J. Cumming, who gave
a thoughtful message on “Short Cir
Truck tires with raycn cords, in
cuits in Life.' The club is raising
money for meals for underprivileged stead of cotton, have recently been
children, an enterprise which will be placed on the matkcl. With extraheavy loads and high-speed operation
resumed today.
ihcsc tires have outlasted two or
Every round of beano at Odd Fel three sets of ordinary cotton-cord
lows hall Thursday night will mean tires.
a turkey for the winner. A door prize
will award a turkey and fixings, de
livery of the birds to be made a day
or two before Thanksgiving. Sundav
school students of St. Bernard's
Parish are circulating tickets and the
seller of the greatest number will re
ceive a gobbler for the effort.

WALDO THEATRE

Copies of "The Response of Gov
ernment to Agriculture," the story
of the first 75 years of the U. S De
partment of Agriculture, are avail
able from the Office of Information.
U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Washington, D. C.
M.ARRIED
BROWN-LANGMAN—At New York. Nov
14 Elmer E Brown of New York olid
Miss Sylvia Langman of Camden.
CUNNINGHAM-TURNER— Union, Nov
11. by Rev. T C. Chapman. Carl W
Cunningham of Union and Miss Phyllis
A Turner of Palermo.

DIED
RAWSON—At Boston. Nov. 9. Maybelle.
widow of E T G. Rawson, formerly
of Rockland, aged 88 years.
LANE—At Rockport. Nov. 14. Katherine
M . widow of James G Lane, aged 87
years. 7 months. 16 days. Funeral
Tuesday at 2 o'clock from the resl- ,
dence.
LARRABEE—At Sailors Snug Harbor.'
N. Y . Nov. 13. Nathan Larrabee, aged
88 years. 5 months. 9 days. Burial ln i
Searsport.
j CHADWICK—At West Washington. Nov.
14. Lola M. widow ol William E
Chadwick, agqd 67 years. 6 months.
Funeral Tuesday at 1.30 o'clock Irom
Washington Methodist Church. In
terment ln Washington.
IN MEMORIAM
In sad ar,d loving memory of our dear
mother. Lucinda T Gerrlsh. who passed
away November 16. 1936.
Today recalls sad memories
Of a loved one gone to rest.
And those who think ol her today
Are those who loved her best.
A loving thought, a silent tear
A beautiful memory cver dear
You have left a loneliness, mamma
The world can never Hl.
And we hope to meet you
When the day of life has fled
And ln heaven with joy to greet you
Where no farewell tears are shod.
Clydle Rich, Lottie Polk. Elvla Nelson
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends and
neighbors fcr thelr kindness and sym
pathy during our bereavement; also for
the beautiful floral offerings; we ire
especially grateful to Dr Shields, Au
drey I Ames) Lincoln nrfd Elizabeth
Guilford for their sendees and to thtse
who furnished sut mobiles.
Mrs. Joseph Ames, Homer Gray nnd

•

$3.00

This advertisement plus—

Our Regular $7.00

$5.00

DOUBLE OIL PERMANENT,
This advertisement plus—

Guaranteed For Six Months
Remember—the foundation of a good permanent wave is a Contour
Haircut. Why not come in and let our stylist advise you.

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
284-286 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 826

AYERS
It doesn’t seem as though we were going to have
any cold weather—but really, we feel sure it is go
ing to come, and come soon. And, oh, boy, when it
does come won’t those Wool Mackinaws and Ski
Coats of ours feel good.
ZIPPER JACKETS
MACKINAWS
SKI COATS
HUNTING COATS
HEAVY UNDERWEAR—UNION SUITS
SHIRTS AND DRAWERS
HEAVY WOOL SWEATERS
WORK PANTS
OVERALLS
LACED LEG PANTS
FLANNEL SHIRTS ..._....................

S5 <mi c/i nn
>ui
$5.00, $6.50, $7.50
$1.00. $1.50, 51.98, $3.73
75c. 98c SI 98
..........
......... $2.00, $3.00 $5.00
SI 50

$1 98

SI (Ml SI 15 SI 75
$2.25, S2.85 S3 09
$1.00, $1.75, $1.98, $2.50

We buy only High Grade Goods. If you have anything that is
not strictly No. 1. please return and get your money bark. Isn't
that fair?

WILLIS AYER

posed To Weather

Spiritual

The Democrats have their ward
caucuses Wednesday night in Armory
hall, Spring street, and wiil nomi
nate a candidate for mayor Thurs
day nightf Ex-Mayor Charles M.
Richardson is the only announced
candidate, but the steady marchirg
of organized forces seems to betide
possible “doings."

PERMANENT
WAVE,

Improper Shelter

Recovery Crusade meetings have at
tracted nearly 12,000 persons to the
Community Budding since the cam! paign opened, wdl be the speaker at,
j the Lions meeting Wednesday noon, •
and a record attendance is looked for.
Members will do well to have guests.

family

It is worth $2.00 to you!

dictment In Lincoln Coun
ty—Other Mattels

Football hats that

A hunting party consisting of Lt.
Claude U. Bishop, Lt. Comm. R. C.
Jewell, Albert Smalley of St. George,
and Samuel H. Wainwright, an art
ist of Greenwich, Conn., spent a
pleasant week at Utopia Lodge at
Cross Lake.

Benefit supper, dance. Owl's Head
Town Hall. Nov. 17. Supper 5.30 to
1 7, 25c.—adv.
136-137

People

Court At ’Scasset

Wednesday afternoon the people of
Rockland are to have the privilege of
hearing a returned missionary, who
has spent 20 years in the Belgian
Congo.
.
Mrs. John Buyse, who with her
husband, Rev. John Buyse, is home
' on furlough, will give glimpses of
that far-away country. Mrs. Buyse
; is a talented speaker, with a strong
personality.
Rev. and Mrs. Buyse are mission
aries under the Africa Inland Mis to tell you nt a glance that
sion. an interdenominational organi
it’s the Finest home Fuel
zation. and have seen much of native
life.
r YOU waul complete heating satis
The meeting will be held in the
You'll see them cheering their
faction, always order 'blue coal*.
Its distinctive Blue color tells you
heads eff this week and you'll find vestry of the First Baptist Church
it’s America's Finest Anthracite.
them tooting their own horns again at 2 p. m., under the auspices of the
Anthracite is the perfect home
Woman's Mission Circle, of the
on New Year's Eve.
fuel! You get no uneven, unhealthy
churoh.
heat when you burn it. Il gives only
Ycu'll see them cn happy, laughing
steady, even heat that helps to pre
vent colds and keep the doctor away.
The manufacture of cement at the
men who look like the magazine
So always burn anthracite —tho
illustrations but who really are Lawrence plant in Thomaston has
fuel your furnace was built for. And
ycur friends who live across the ceased for the present season.
to get the best, insist on ‘blue coal*
street.
— good, clean, carefully prepared
Tlie police recovered a stolen au
Pennsylvania anthracite-laboratory
tested, and colored Blue for vour
In these gay “going places" hats tomobile on Gurdy street yesterday.
protection. It comes in six domestic'
wc are shewing all thc new shades It belonged to a Calais (not careless)
sizes. Order a supply today.
salesman.
that go so well with the new
O’coat fabrics.
ROCKLAND FUEL
—
Ralph Whitehouse went yesterday
COMPANY
to Farmington, N. H.. where he is
now to be located. He has resided
$3.50 to $8.00
Phone 72
in this city the past eight years.

A 50-fcot flagpole on the premises
of Mrs. A. S. Littlefield. Talbot avenue,
blew down in Saturday nights gale,
smashing a dormer window in thc
garage.

May will be given by the treasurer.
Mrs. Zaida Winslow, with awards
made of stationery, books or magazine
subscriptions.

Returned M:ssion?.ry From
Church Wednesday

Rockland Townsend Club No. 1 j
meets Wednesday night at 7.30 in
K. P. Hall. Entertainment and light
lunch. Public welcome.

A forum discussion on "How to
prevent the present appalling youth
crime wave” will be conducted at 5
o'clock by Rev. Cecil Witham of the
Newcastle Congregational Church
when the Women's Educational Club
meets Friday with Mrs. Leila Benner.
125 Camden street. After an interim
for box lunch and coffee. Chester
Black, head of the Prudential Insurance Co. in this vicinity, will speak
on “Influence: how comes it. what ts
its value in life, in business; how acquire it." The hour for this feature
is 645 in order that those who desire
may adjourn to the Taylor revival
services. The program opens at 2
o'clock with brief reports from club
members who attended recent na
ticnal and State conventions. A re-

ROCKLAND

Belgian Congo At Baptist

There will toe no meeting of the
Baptist Men’s League this month be
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov 1-30- Deep hunting season ln sev cause of the fact that church inter
eral counties Including Knox, Lincoln.
ests are so vitally centered in the
Waldo and Hancock.
Nov. 7-29—Knox County Spiritual Re Spiritual Recovery Crusade.

covery Crusade at Community Building
Nov. 17—Anderson Camp Auxiliary
lair at Orand Army hall.
Nov. 17—Republican Mayoralty Cau
cuses.
Nov. 17—Past Grand and Past Noble
Grand Association
of
Knox-Lincoln
Counties meet* ln Camden.
Nov 10—Beano party at Odd Fellows
hall, auspices St. Bernard's Parish.
Nov.
18—Thomaston—Meeting
of
Parent-Teacher Association at High
School assembly hall.
Nov. 19 (2 to 8301—Woman's Educa
tional Club meets at Miss Lenore Ben
ner's.
Nov. 19—Union—Grade School fair at
gymnasium.
Nov. 19—Knox County Fish and Game
Association bolds membership meeting
tn Thomaston.
Nov. 20—Eighth annual Vlnalhftven
banquet and dance at Twentieth Cen
tury Club, Boston.
Nov 22—Annual meeting of Chamber
it l.';;;.;.ierce at Temple Hall.
Nov 24—Rockport—Grammar School
Minstrel Show at Town hall.
Nov. 25—Thanksgiving.
Nov 26—Methebesec Club meets at
Community Building
Dec 1—South Warren Christmas fair
at Goodwill Orange.
Dec. 2—Edwin Libby Relief Corps fair
at Grand Army hall.
Dec 2—Thomaston—Federated Circle
Christmas fair at Congregational vestry.
Dec. 6—Rockland city election.
Dec. 7-8—Hobby Show at Community
Building.
Dec. 8—Rockport—Annual Christmas
fair of Methodist Ladles Aid
Dec. 9-19—Senior play "Big Hearted
Herbert” at High School auditorium.
Dec. 25—Christmas dance at Commu
nity Building.
Dec 31—New Year's Eve—Milk Fund
Ball at Community Building, auspices
Rockland P.TA.

To Speak Here
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“MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY'
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100

is your chance io buij

Qenuinc, Socially Correct

Exgiiaved Stationery
AT THE LOWEST PRICES IN HISTORY!

Gcnuino engravina ls tho socially correct thing for business
stationery—the dignified, impressive medium Ior business
or professional use. Now—at these amazingly low prices—
there is no need to be satisfied with Imitation engraving or
commonplace printing. ALL PRICES IN THIS ADVERTISE
MENT INCLUDE THE COST OF ENGRAVING THE PLATE.

Super Values in

VISITING CARDS

ENGRAVED
BUSINESS
STATIONERY

100 paneled cards, choice of 4 sizes and 30 styles ol en
graving, PLATE INCLUDED, only............................. $1.65

Now—lor the first timo—engraved
stationery lor business or profes
sional uso may be had at tho
price ol ordinary imitations. Tako
advantage oi those outstanding
values:

Special stylos for men and women. A choice of lovely
colors, monograms and styles of engraving. PLATE IN
CLUDED _________________________ $2.25. $3.95 and up.

SOCIAL STATIONERY

500 Business Cards, plato
included____________ $7.95

SCO Hammermili Bond letterheads
(8Mtxl 1 or 7V«xl0tt) — $7.95
50 Business announcements, en
velopes and plate included,
only ....____________ $8.65

SPECIAL COMBINATION OFFER
500

engrevod

business cards,

500 HaramermiU Bond letterheads,
i
500 Hammermili Bond cnvcloper.
plate included, only __ $15

WEDDING ANNOUNCEMENTS
OR INVITATIONS

On white or ivory stock—wedding or plate finish. Inside
and outside envelopes and PLATE INCLUDED_____ $8.95
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Sympathy cards, birth announcements, at home cards,
reception cards—all available in a socially correct selec
tion of engraving styles, sizes and shapes at correspond
ingly low prices. Como in and see our display of samples.

THE COURIER GAZETTE

MON.-TUES., NOV. 15-16
No Matinee
Single evening show at eight
ANN SOTHERN. JACK HALEY
in

“Danger—Love At Work’’
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 17
No Matinee
Evening Seven and Nine
BANK NIGHT
Double Featute
JOAN MARSH, WARNER OLANI)
in

“Charlie Chan On
Broadway’’

Special Offer
in
Qemdne Sn/fravei)

QWeddinq tfnvilalions

And Zans Grey Western

“Thunder Trail”
THURS.-FRI., NOV. 18-19
Matinee at 2.30
Single evening show at eight
SHIRLEY TEMPLE,
JEAN HERSHOLT
in

and O^nnouncemenls
Lowest Prices Ever Quoted

105

>81
Ifor 50

“HEIDI”

No Extra Charge for Engraving Plate

Choice of 35 different styles of lettering.
Price includes inside and outside envelopes.
Additional Invitations or Announcements at
4’/2C each
oO Engraved At Home or
100 Engraved Informals,
Reception Cards__________ $5.50
including envelopes_______ $3.00
Additional Cards at_____ 3’/2c each
100 Engraved Visiting Cards $1.65

These Are tho Lowest Prices Ever Quoted on Genuine Engravings.
Samples nunj be seen al

AMBULANCE SERVICE

Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
98tf

75he

«

Courier=Gazette
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novelette of its day, recently went
into another printing, bringing the
total number of copies to 169.500.
• • • •
In the past 11 years. Walter Lippmann has received honorary de
gress from 13 colleges and uni
versities.. including the University of
Wisconsin, Columbia. Dartmouth.
Oglethorpe, and William and Mary.
His "The Good Society" was pub
lished recently as an Atlantic Month
ly Press book by Little, Brown.
....
Little. Brown & Company have re
ceived word that Dr. A. J. Cronin,
Rumors have been circulating
author of "The Citadel.” which Is about the book trade for weeks that
heading best-seller lists simultane Random House was preparing a sen
sational book that would make the
ously in England and America, plans
entire Chinese-Japanese situation
to visit the United States some time completely clear to American readers,
this month. This will be Dr. and Just recently the story was con
Cronin's second trip to America. His firmed. The book is to be called
flrst was made during the winter of "Red Star Over China.” and its
author is the flrst American reporter
1935. some months before the pub
who ever explored "Red" (Northwest)
lication of “The Stars Look Down." China—Edgar Snow. The publishers
The Citadel is being issued from declare that the book was not only
the presses in printings of 10.000 each the timeliest, but one of the most exftom two sets of plates. The total as cmng that they had ever read, and
of Oct. 15 was 105.000 copies printed, throwing cautions to the winds, ex• * * •
I pressed a willingness to wager that
James Hilton's “Good-bye. Mr it will sell a hundred thousand copies.
Chips," probably the most famous at least, when it appears in January.

Our
Book
Corner

II

Its DOUBLE Properties
|

RECOMMEND

Dr. True's Elixir
_THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE AND ROUND WORM EXPELLER
For 86 years parents have found that Dr. True’s Elixir
combines in one medicine the properties of a mild laxative,
suitable for children, and an expeller of Round Worms...
Round Worms are the most common human parasites
... Get Dr. True’s Elixir, agreeable to taste... At druggists...

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all point* of Interest—Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.

HOTEL

Booklet

on
Application

June to
October

GRALYNN

Hotel
Maselynn

Corner Seeond Street
and First Avenue

DeL Ca.
N. T.

H. H. Mase
Manager

Stamlora

Moderate Ratea
Dining Room Service Cnsnrpaaaed

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
RATES!
J.ngl« 'JR-JW-JW

to Your hotel ia BOSTON

feuMha-sw-Ais

<1 >00*1 WfTB tATM
Uata w«Uy rpldi

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 16, 1937

500 Rooma
RADIO
SERVIDOR

TUBS5H0WER

« NORTH STATION
*4 Sit? •firm yur TRAIN'

ROOM *

RITE-BEST
PRINTED STATIONERY

>k ' --------------------------------------------- _----------- ----------- -------- --------—------- 1
A few excerpts from Snow's book
have already appeared in the Sat
urday Evening Post and The New
Failed To Explain Defeat of
Republic, and Life has printed sev
eral pages of the extraordinary pic- i
the Five Fuming Fluent
i
4 M
10 II ii li
1
tures that he took while gathering
5 b 7 8 T"
Fog Foilers
his material. The most sensational'
H
15
Ib
parts of his book, however, are still
Although an Armistice Day celebra
to appear, and Random House has
17
19
18
tion (was in full swing in Vinalhaven
rejected all offers for further serial- j
last Thursday night, the Ganders and
il
y>
10
ization of the material.
21
the Skippers were locked in a death
• • • •
struggle at the Cascade Alleys, and
2U~
15
1
A 30-lb. tin lard bucket in an attic
1
while the smoke of many different
in Lexington. Ky., revealed unex-j
4o
1
brands
of
tobacco
eddied
back
and
51 55 54
5i
Z9
pected hidden treasure when Glynforth
the
(fate
of
the
battle
was
de

don C. Van Deusen discovered in it a
57
Jb
1w
cided in favor of the Ganders, who J
valuable collection of letters written
squeezed
out
a
win
by
only
eight
pins
ift 1 44
by Henry Clay to his son Henry Jr.j
41
40
41
"General" Goose Arey marched his }
Ip 1933 Mr. Van Deusen and his
W
men up the hill and then he marched |
4Q
wife went to Lexington in search of
47
45
4b
48
them
down again, but when they
original material for "The Life of
came down they had dangling at their !
50
5i
52
55
Henry Clay" which was published
belts the scalps of flve fuming fluent
NSV
in October. It was in the house of a
|r
55
5b
fog foilers
Clay descendent that they unearthed
The
old
Goose
was
a
true
leader
for
u w
bl
the lard bucket with its precious con- !
5$ feO
L5
bl
57
hls 296 was tops, although he was
tent. This is but a small part of the j
closely pressed by Sk pper "Skip"
oft
b4
new material to which Mr Van Deu
bb
b7
Arey. who was back into the game
sen had access in writing his book.
and showed gcod form fcr one who
70
72
71
His is the only complete new’ life of
had .been away from the alleys for so
Henry Clay.
fS
73
74
long. The Big Drag of the evening
seemed to be "P. M." Drew who after
H. Idris Bell, keeper of man
uscripts. British Museum, has reg
Maybe they lock a liUle pensive, but it's all for merriment when Ann a Brand showing last week went into
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
istered an appeal for $5,000 to pur Sotheni. Burge x Meredith get niived up in matrimony in “There Goes the a tai! sPin and ncse dive combined
21-Large lake
54-Man’s name
1-Harvest
Groom,"
new
RKO
Radio
romantic
comedy.
Meredith
was
hailed
by
the
,
and
l*nded
ker-plunk
in
the
soft
mud
chase a fragment of a Latin Bible.
23-Tardy
5-ldle talk
56- A dell
25-A flat-bodied fish
57- Ruffles
10-To a like degree
written in Northumbria about thr l.rdjr» fcr
firs( screen pirt, a role in "Winterset,” and Ann Sothem has 1 of the cellar with Scottie Littlefield
27- Restrain from acting
14- Secrete
62-Higher
beginning of the 8th century.
climbed rapidly lo the ttp ranks of Hollywood stars. Mary Boland completes Just one step lower down than he.
28- Appearing as if
15- Scarcer
66- Metal-bearing vein
The
M
had
plenty
of
abills
—
his
gnawed
16- Valley
67- Pope's triple crown
the starring trio in the new opus, directed by Joseph Santley and produced
When Frederic William Goudy by Albert Lewis. S. K. Lauren. Dorethy Yost and Harold Kusell wrote the suspenders were crossed, his sweater
29- Leases
,
17- A beverage (pi.)
69- To decoy
30- Pastime
celebrated his 72nd birthday, quite
18- Penetrate
70-Troubles
was too tight, and the armholes of
screen play from an original story by David Garth.—adv.
32- Strike gently
19- Writing fluid (pi.) 71- Man's name
some attention was paid the fact, for
his vest too small, his shoes were too
33- River in S. E. France
72- 1 reland
20- Halted
he is known as one of the most versa
slippery or sumpin' and he had hard
34- Angle in a fort
22-Tiniest
73- Golf mounds
tile and prolific type-designers in the
24-Greek godden of
74- Having a thin, sharp 35- Choose
I luck. etc., and etc., but nobody paid
38-Made a mistake
discord
tone
history of printing. Fonts of his
! any attention to them and proceeded
41-Perceive
26- Station (abbr.)
75- Without life
creation have carried the words of
to give him the raspberry in 14 dif
27- Lifting machine (pi.)
43-Pertaining to
countless writers to nearly all readers
ferent languages, including the Scan
currency
31-Apparel
VERTICAL
of English. Although Goudy's formal
46-To scold at
36- Before
dinavian.
48-Girl's name
1- To scorch
37- Soldier's daily
education ended with graduation
Ambrose Peterson, fighting out a
51-More common
allowance (Fr.)
2-To vex
from the Shelbyville, Ill., high school,
! private grudge with Frank Grimes. | 39- Support for holding 3- Lyric poems
53-Thawed
he has clearly earned the degree of
! on the side, took the wind out of that j
4- To beset in an an 55-Like an old woman
a picture
57- To flutter
noying way
j M. A.—Master of the Alphabet. Out
worthy's sails by getting a nine-pin j 40- Weight measure(pl.)
58- Assumed character
5- Prognosticates
I of 36 vowels and consonants, like so
| spare in hls very last frame, and J 42-Tempest
59- Not busy
44- Suffix. Same as ped 6- Moved rapidly
j many woodwinds and strings, he has
j thereby tieing up their scores. On ac- | 45- The natural fat
60- Smaller
7- Sciences
' evolved 101 orchestrations in type.
61- Courageous
S-Abounds
count of this neither one was able to , 47-M istake
63- Learning
49-Royal Arch Chapter 9-Plural of erratum
Some of them bear his own name.
smoke any free cigars but one or the
64- Pen-name of Charles
10- Wrong-doing
(abbr.)
! as "Goudy Old Style" and “Goudy
’ other will smoke double next time.
Lamb
11- Propeller blade
tO-To seat again
i Modern." The first of the 101. called
65- Tear
Everybody seems to be in better
12- An animal (pi.)
J2-lnferior apartment
68-Crimsor
i "Camelot" appeared four decades ago
13- Bird home
house
form than last week except the poor
from the Camelot Press, his venture
| P. M. even Gene Hall was well satis- J
(Solution to previous puzzle)
I into the printing business. Until then
! fled with his ipinfall and the team
J he had been an accountant. The
THORNDIKEVILLE
totals were some 50 pins higher than
' last of the 101. recently completed,
the previous week.
Guests Armistice Day at Ada Up
is named “Bertham" in honor of
"Barney" Erickson, the Rendezvous ham's were Mrs. Altena Athearn. Mr.s.
Bertha M. Sprinks—Mrs. Goudy. Mr.
j Rounder, got his attention off the ball Almon Richards. Mr. and Mrs Rus
I Goudy has received medals from the
room and onto the ball game long sell Upham and daughter Pit riel* of
' American Institute of Graphic Arts,
enough to hang up the third best 1Rock,and and Mrs Madeline Hopthe Architectural League of New
total. but it was reported after the kjns Qf Morse.£ Cornpr
York, and the American Institute of
Lcve is reckless and life is cheap when each moment may be their last,
dance that a sweet young thing from , G cllnton Young
a fox Wed.
i Architects.
Beverly Roberts and Gordon Oliver, trapped in a war-torn land, are menNorth Haven knocked him for a loop I nesday
• • • ared by Ricardo Cortex in a scene from “West of Shanghai," coming soon to
and left him speechless on the ball ' Mrs
Merr,u accompanled by
Sally Salminen's novel "Katrina" Park Theatre, starring Boris Karloff.—adv.
room floor, and when Barney is Pranees Howard and Mrp E,.nest
which won the Helsingfors prize, was ----- —-----------—1
—
speechless you can make up your Ha_>tings of
Hope caUed Wed.
published in September by Farrar &
WALDOBORO
BROOKLIN
mind he ls in a bad was
| nesday
friends in Rockland and
Rinehart and it has proven an
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stafford. Miss
_____
Due to a congestion in the social < Thomaston
enormous success. The story of Man' Stafford and Joseph Stafford.
Keeper and Mrs. Justin A. Foss of docket, the gastronomical activities
Ernest Howard and family wh0
Katrina makes interesting reading.
have been visiting relatives in The Cuckolds Light are spending a planned at Link Sanborn's camp on occupied their (artn formerly the
WALLSTON
In the spring of 1935, a publishing Lubec.
vacation with Mr. and Mrs. Albert
the shore of Indian Creek did not Thorndike place during the summer,
house in Helsingfors announced a
Stanley Bailey returned Sunday to Anderson and family.
Forrest Wall, Vernon Tabbutt and
materialize, but next week seems to arp nQW a[ Lake Worth p,a fQr the
prize novel competition, which was Overbrook Hills. Pa accompanied by I
Hartford
Cook have returned from
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry be all clear and the boys, after a winter
open to all Swedish-writing authors, his mother. Mrs I. P. Baiiey and' Bridges was the scene of a quiet wedWashington County, each with a
week of watching and waiting are prep A Crabtree who suffered an ill
The judges decided unanimously to sister. Mrs. Gladys Grant.
„
.
.
___
.
,
, ding Saturday afternoon, when their pared to do double duty at the table (urn the past wepk much ,mproved deer.
award the first pnze-oO.OOO marksParents' night was observed Friday d
hter Mur|(?1 wu mamed {0 Ren. when the dinner bell is rung. And
Cecil Morris is building a new ga
Walter Everett of Providence is
bulldinB The neth Dqw Qf North Brook;in by Re;.
to the--------novel, “Katrina; when the at the Hi?h
when the old Goose increases hls cutting Christmas trees in this vicin- rage.
envelopes containing the authors night session gave parents oppor- Leon Meader. The double ring cere
Charles Watts recently shot a rac
loading capacity 100 percent and
Kenneth Gillette and Philip
names were opened, the writer proved tunity to ascertain how the work of mony was used. The couple was at thereby increases the stress and strain . ity.
coon in this locality.
Crabtree are worklng with him.
to be a young woman, 31 years old the school was carried on at day tended by Miss Dorethy Murphy of
Miss Arlene Falla and Miss Doris
at the waist line in the same propor- I Lln]ey Merrifie,d has moved here
who was born in the Aland Islands sessions.
Wood were visitors Armistice Day at
Bangor and Harold Dow of Bar Har tion it is time for women and chil- , fQr the wjnter
and who had emigrated to America
Schools were closed in observance bor, brother of the groom. Mrs. Dow
the home of Miss Celia Wall.
dren to take to the boats.
Sportsmen are anticipating the
where she was working as a kitchen- of Armistice Day
Samuel Archer recently went to
is a graduate of Brooklin High
The score:
: turkey shoot which will be held Nov.
maid. The book was at once ac- \ Mrs C. B. Stahl and Mrs Stanley
Boston.
Ganders
School. Mr. Dow, also a graduate
21
at
William
Lothrop
’
s
farm.
claimed by the critics and public and Poland are visiting their sister Mrs
,n
Hartford Cook ls having a new
Goose Arey .......... ... 105 97 94 296
had soon far extended al previous Edward Connor in Winchester Mass. |
wU1
house built.
89 98 70 257
Sanborn .............
records in the history of Swedish
Solomon David has bought the
.. . „ .. _ . „
PORT CLYDE
Mrs. Dorothy Polky has employ
86 93 91 273
Grimes ................
publishing.
store and house owned by William
278
ment at William Sheerer's.
95 91 92
Shields
...............
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Orcutt
of
Attleboro.
Sally Salminen was born in the Mank. Mr Mank Ls a patient at
XIr and Mrs Kenneth Kane are
Smelt fishing has been a popular
86 80 243 Mass., spent the weekend with Mr.
parish of Vardo in the Aland Islands Knox Hospital.
receiving congratulations on the birth Littlefield •.......... ... 77
pastime here, with good results.
and Mrs. Ralph Simmons.
Stella Butman has been I of a sonHer father was a sailor, who had
Mr;
Mrs. Mildred Watts and daughter
452 465 430 1347
Fred Waldo entertained Armistice
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Mitchell of
migrated from the Finnish mainland guest of Mr Nellie Overlock.
Emma, called recently on Mrs. Rose
Skippers
Day by giving a dinner. Those pres
Lewis Schwartz and Clarence Hilt j Brooksville spent the weekend with
and her mother was Swedish She
88 95 104 287 ent were Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fuller Watts.
Skip Arev .
was the ninth of 12 children. She have returned from a hunting trip Mr. Mitchell's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
............ 81 85 81 247 and Miss Margaret Lewis.
Lester Mitchell.
has a brother who has written novels:. each bringing home a depr.
Peterson ... ............. 90 80 103 273
Mrs. Clarence Davis is visiting rela
a brother who is a lawyer; and j Miss Alice Benner of Winthrop,
Mr. and Mrs. William Cousins re Erickson ...
88 90 99 277
tives in Massachusetts.
another brother who is a violinist Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs.' turned Sunday from a week's trip to
HaU ......... ............ 85 83 87 255
Miss Rosamond Wilson has re
and wood-carver of skill. “Katrina" Martha Richards.
Portsmouth, N. H„ Lawrence, Boston,
turned to Boston after a week passed
was written in a year and half.
Benjamin Glidden of Melrose, and Wells.
432 433 474 1339
• • • •
here.
Mass., has been guest for a week of
The High School basketball team
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Mitchell of
On Oct. 25 Stephen Daye Press. his father. Ernest A Glidden.
played its ftrst game of the season
WEST HOPE
Wakefield, Mass, spent the holiday
Brattleboro, Vt.. published a narra
Benjamin Reed of Portland re Friday with Deer Isle and won with
in this community.
tive poem by Angela Marco, entitled cently visited Van B. Hagerman on a score of 38 to 8.
Esther Norwood demonstrated mak
1Fred Waldo is leaving Dec. 1 for
"Fair Captive.” This is the story of Oar Island.
Mrs Hubert Hubbard. Keeper and ing a holder and the members taking the winter visiting Lt. Col. and Mrs.
the capture of Jemima Howe by the
I. p. Bailey of Weld has been passMrs. Foss and Mrs. Albert Anderson the bean project held a preliminary Kenneth Lord )at Fort Hamilton. N.
Indlans during the Hinsdale raid of ing a few days with his family here.
Judging contest cn beans at the lat
spent a day recently in Ellsworth.
Y., and many relatives and friends
1755. Told with historical accuracy ! Mrs. Kelsey Lash has returned
est meeting of the Alford Lake 4-H
Justin
A.
Foss,
Jr.,
has
bought
a
in Boston. Upon hts return April
and with power and charm, it is from a visit in Boston.
Club. The program consisted of
1. he (will be associated with the A.
certain to be a valuable addition to' Lloyd Davis of the U.SS. Gridley row boat from Harvard Dow.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Hubbard are songs, readings, riddles, and animal jg. Prince interior decorating shop
the literature of the Colonial period! is passing a vacation with his parimitations by members.—Lois A. (
in Camden.
in American history. Angela Marco! etns, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Davis, spending a vacation with Mr. and
Nichols, club reporter.
Mr. and Mrs. G Forrest Penniman | Mrs. Albert Anderson.
• • • •
is best known for her lyric poetry.
Her name In private life is Mrs. Annie I of Framingham. Mass., were recent, Mrs. Justin Foss and Mrs. Albert
Frank E. Simmons
LOST GLORY
L. Mearkle of Suffield, Conn.
| visitors at the home of Mrs. Lilia Anderson passed a day recently in
WOMEN
I For The Courier-Gazette |
Frank E. Simmons, an esteemed MODERN
NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
How lonely and desolate a tree must
Bar Harbor.
Blaney and Miss Marcia Blaney.
resident
of
this
place
died
Nov.
8
in
to colds, nervous atrai n, exposure or similar causes.
(eel
Diamond Brand Pills am etfective,
Hunters report many deer in this When the last leaf has bid lt goodbye— the Maine General Hospital in Port Chi-chra-ters
TREMONT
reliable and give QUICK RELIEF Sold
Its clothes oil torn to bits. Its limbs
THE TILTING MIXER
all druggists for over 45 years. A»k for—
vicinity. Road builders say one can
land
where
he
had
been
a
patient
for
rending.
I For The Courier-Gazette I
not drive a truck down the road with If only It could cry. . . .
several weeks. Mr. Simmons was CHICHESTERS PILLS
Mrs. Clarence Smith is confined to On Willow street In a vacant lot.
Perhaps lt would not look so sad
a tilting mixer the city bought. out a fat one running in front ofthe For tears wash dry a woe.
born in Waldoboro 77 years ago but
| her bed by illness. Mrs Mildred J Stand"JMI OIAMOND
BRAM0u
It mixes gravel, tar and sand.
But. no. lt Just keeps reaching, bending:, ,
. ...
____ ....
That house-wives hate throughout the machine.
(Walls) Rich is caring for her.
For its ruined gown ln scattered pieces had lived in this community 30 years,
land.
to10*during which time he made manj
Mrs. Eben Alley of Beals who has
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Thurston
been in the Bar Harbor hospital is
and Mrs. Ralph Benson were visitors Before this mixer three men stood,
in “They Dream and Forget.” friends by his genial 'manner.
Vinalhaven & Rockland
With Iron arms and hearts of wood.
He is survived by his wife, former
convalescing at her home.
ln Bangor recently.
But one. upon hls task Intent;
Steamboat Company
ly Miss Ada Wilson ;two daughters,
The Ladies’ Aid served a public The other two on mischief bent.
Mary Ford of the U. of M. spent
ROCKLAND
Mrs Harry Smith of Rockland and
supper at the parish house Wednes Behind this mixer three men worked.
the weekend with her family.
Were satl-fled. and never shirked
Mrs.
Phyllis
Sutherland
of
this
place;
day with Mrs. Vera Harding. Mrs. They shovel gravel, rocks and dust,
Service To:
Mrs. Lawrence Cole and daughter
one granddaughter, Maralyn SutherVINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
Reta Wallace, Mrs. Eva Benson and When mixed with tar all women kust. Marylin. Mr.s. Hubert Hubbard and
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT,
Mrs. Hazel Harding as housekeepers. Between the two on an empty can.
Miss Albert Anderson were recent Some people are always tired, no mat- }land land two grandsons, by a former
SWAN’S ISLAND AND
king of all. the mixer man
ter
how
much
sleep
they
get.
Often
I
marriage;
two
sisters,
Mrs.
Laura
Lucretia (Hamlin) wife of Halsey Sits
He heats the tar, gives gasoline:
business visitors in Ellsworth,
FRENCHBORO
they
are
just
suffering
from
constipa—
To
keep
their
hair
and
whiskers
clean,
j
Simmons
of
this
place
and
Mrs.
Car

Galley died suddenly in Bangor Nov.
j Keeper and Mrs. Foss and son Jus- tion. For early fatigue, mental dull
WINTER
SERVICE
rie Collins of Worcester. Mass.
3 following surgical treatment. Fu When for a while the other day.
| tin and Leo and Mr. and Mrs. Hubert ness, sleeplessness, sour stomach and
Effective Setnrda*. WIN. 13
Said
mixer
man
was
called
away;
—
The
funeral
was
held
Wednesday
its resultant bad breath, mental deneral services were held at the home, Then to one man he did entrust.
(Subject to change without notice)
Hubbard spent Sunday with Mr. and
ression, the aggravation of most skin in the Baptist chapel, Rev. Wesley
To run this shene, but not to bust.
George Johnson officiating.
J Mrs. Foss' parents in Beals and
lemishes, can all be caused by it.
Stuart officiating, assisted by Rev.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Shirley Kelley who has employ He pulled the lever way around.
So keep regular. And if you need to L ,
„ ,
. „
,
,
Machias.
Read Down
Read Up
assist Nature, use Dr. Edwards’ Olive I d°hn Holman of the Advent Chris
ment on the new school building in Threw her out of gear with a sickening I
sound;—
A. M.
P. M.
Tablets. This gentle laxative can help tian Church. There was a large as
Hodgdon spent the weekend here The cable parted when she flopped,
Ar. 600
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island.
Then ot course the mixer stopped.
GEORGES RIVER ROAD bring relief. Extremely important, too, sortment of lovely floral tributes. ' 6.30
with his family.
Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
is the mild stimulation it gives the The bearers were Rodney Simmons,
Ar. 3.30
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Watson who Now. my dear friend, just stop and think.
flow
of
bile
from
the
liver,
without
the
Suppose some other way she'd blink;
Ar. 2.45
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
A church bazaar will be held at discomfort of drastic, irritating drugs. Wesley Ellis, (Fred Seavey and Bur
recently passed a few days with rela T'would break you up. so you would go
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
the Finnish Congregational Church That's why millions are sold yearly. ton Clark. Interment was in the
tives and friends, have returned to A tarry mess, where daisies grow
Ail druggists, 15/, 30)1, 6(1^.
136-tf
— Herbert H Morton
Ridge cemeterj-.
Thursday at 7 o'clock.
Neiv Yojjk,
Rocklgnd

» l

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

j

The P. M.’s Alibis

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

THURSDAY

£

The Morning AfterTaking
Carters Little Liver Pills

This is a fine quality writing paper in greytone or varytone.
Your name and address printed on sheets and envelopes with style
A or B heading

Your choice of lettering in green, brown, blue or black ink.

48 folded sheets 5x8—48 envelopes 5 1 -8x4 I -8
Perfect for your own correspondence and just the thing for gifts.

$1.00 postpaid
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Millions Are Fighting
That Tired Feeling

C

Every-Other-Day

The Mink Call

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 16, 1937

Buy Maine Turkeys

Will Be Heard Again In Vi- Forty Thousand Fine Gobnalhaven

At

the Club’s

30th Anniversary

biers Raised In State This

Year

To the Members of the Old Vinal- ' Maine-grown turkeys were includhaven Milk Club: Attention!
j ed in the State’s agricultural adverWednesday. Nov 17. is the 30th an- j tisi“8 and merchandising program

Page Five

/ippf&am
was casn/Bt tobaccos?

bo gofers

niversary of the founding of one of !ln Manchester when Charles M.
the most famous of Vinalhaven instl- White, Agricultural Department Ditutions, the Vinalhaven Mink Club. vision of Markets Chief, taggeo the
It was organized Nov. 17, 1307, the first “bird" with the blue, white and
T means a lot that famous golfers like Gene Sarazen, Helen
preliminary work being conducted in red Maine trade-marking insignia.
Hicks, Lawson Little, and Ralph Guldahl, agree in their preference
A product of the farm of E. N.
the little shop on Main street, with
for Camels. They have found that costlier tobaccos do place Camels
Jacques, president of the Maine
W. F. (Shy) Roberts as proprietor. Turkey Growers’ Association, the
in a class apart. Listen to Ralph Guldahl, National Open Champion:
It was pulverized in the club ream; turkey will be exhibited in the win
"I’ve stuck to Camels for 10 years,” he says. "I smoke lots of
over ''Reel" Mahoney's store In the dow of a Portland store after which
Camels and I’ve never known them to jangle my nerves. That
year of our Lord 1911, for good and it will be sold to the highest bidder.
partly explains why so many golfers are loyal Camel smokers.”
The proceeds of the sales will be
sufficient reasons.
contributed to the Red Cross.
Thirty years later, under the halo
The new turkey branding device
And not only golfers, but people in all walks of life—millions of
of time and reminiscence, some of thc consists of a tag that is snapped ]
members still living have expressed a arcund the smallest part of the wing j
Americans —prefer Camels day after day after day, making them the
desire -to have a “get together" to close to the body. It cannot be re
live over some of the high lights of moved unless it Is destroyed thereby I
LARGEST-SELLING cigarette in America...or the world.
this hectic four years.
eliminating all danger that the
The program cf the evening would Maine brand a ill be used on turkeys
consist of tales from the records as not raised in the State.
SALESGIRL Elsie Schu
SPORTS WRITER
BANK TELLER John
kept by Mink S. L. Winslow, official
Turkey growers, White revealed,
macher: “When the rush
Stuart Cameron: “It’s
McMahon: "I’m han
track-maker, and other jams that| buy
/or two cents each,
gets me 'worn out’—it's me
dling money by the thou
mighty impressive how
w’ould automatically spring into the Half of that amount defrays the cost
for a Camel, and I get a
champions agree on
sands. Jangled nerves
fertile minds of other Minks. Of of the tag while the remainder will
quick ‘lift.’ Practically all
Camels. I’m glad as any
just don’t fit in that kind
course there would be a supper of be used to advertise Maine turkeys.
of us girls in the store pre
athlete that Camels don’t
of work. So it’s Camels
some kind of poison bait, possibly a
fer Camels.”
get on my nerves.”
for me.”
With over 40.000 turkeys being ’
lobster bait stew.
raised in Maine this year in compari
WATCHMAKER I. C.
AUTO MECHANIC Al
DRAFTSMAN B. T.
Among the “old grads" listed as son with only 2000 ten years ago,
Gorkun says: "Camels?
Patterson: “In the gar
Miller: "I often feel used
speakers of the evening are such men Jacques predicted that in the near
Say, every Camel I smoke
age business you have to
up during long hours be
as S. L. Winslow, a man of great future the racing of this type of
seems to be milder and
fore the drawing board.
catch your meals on the
“instromotality," who will discourse poultry would emerge into the “big J
tastier than the last one.
Camels give me a ‘lift’
run. Camels seem to
Camels don't leave me
when 1 feel 1 need it They
smooth the way for good
on the subject "The Shooting of business class.”
feeling ‘smoked out.’ ’’
never tire my taste.”
digestion.”
Shag" or “Antics cn Indian Hill."
“It Is regrettable," Jacques said J
Ar other speaker listed is Postmaster “that cne of the best turkey raising |
CHIEF SIGNALMAN
O. V. Drew, who will have es his sub States in the Union does not, at pres- '
of N. Y. Central R. R.,
ject “Toy Pistols and Rubber Bul ent. raise enough birds for Its own j
John Geraghty: “Speed
and safety — our watch
lets’’ or “William Tell, the Hot Shot.” use."
words — call for healthy
The last speaker on the program is
White revealed that until a few
nerves. Do Camels jan
one who has never been heard ln years ago turkey raising in Maine
MORE FOR COSTLIER TOBACCOS!
gle my nerves? No sir!"
town, W. C. Winslow, a very flne was a hazardous enterprise because
Camels are a matchless blend of finer —
NEW DOUBLE-FEATURE
speaker, who will give the inside story of the heavy mortality among
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
CAMEL CARAVAN
of “Hunting the Mouse” or “Mr. j “poults” caused by disease.
— Turkish and Domestic.
Two great shows—“Jack Oakie College’’ and
.Hunt Turns Hunter " All this will be
New growing methods adopted re
Benny Goodman’s “Swing School"— in one fast,
broadcast over the F.re Departmen. centjy have eliminated this problem.
fun-filled hour. On thc air every Tuesday night at
9:30 pm E.S.T.. 8:30 pm C.S.T., 7:30 pm M.S.T.,
Network
j white said. He added that many !
1 X
:
'A#,,'
6:30 pm P.S.T.. over WABC-Columbia Network.
A preliminary meeting of all Minks j
farms jn Maine are especial- 1
interested In this 30th ar.nlve.sar, | jy
fo turkey raising. Bronze
celebration has been held and flne.l whlte Hollands. Durban. Reds,
details will be furnished to all ex- Slates. Blacks, and Narragansetts are
menibers socn. All members inter among the breeds that thrive in this i
ested are invited to attend and open state, he stated.
their traps, and out of town members
White said the Maine turkeys to
are requested to write a letter for be marketed this year were of “ex
reading at the anniversary. Address cellent quality" having benefltted by ;
all communications to W. H. Ingerson. an ideal growing season.
High Minky Mink. Following is a
Urging Maine citizens to purchase
Miss Marie Carmichael at Mrs. Susie appendicitis last Tuesday at Bluelist of members as shown on the rec turkeys this year bearing the State's \| ting up cigars and other refreshments
VINALHAVEN
STONINGTON
MINTURN
I Cousin's.
hill Memorial Hespital. She is conords of 1908:
new trade-mark, Jacques pointed to the horde of hungry Lions that
The Ladies Aid held its latest j One of the finest of inflections
Capt. George Knowlton went last j Mrs. Hartley Curtis has returned valesclng satisfactorily.
M. E. Tolman, S. L. Winslow, W F. out by so doing they would not only would have greeted him. to offer
Roberts, F. B. Snow, V. H. Shields, be aiding a Maine industry but would congratulations on the safe arrival of meeting with Mrs. Vernon Bodge, j was that at Masonic hall Fr.day ^e^ay to Portland where he will from Orono with her nephew John
enter the Marine Hospital for an eye Bartlett,
Leo Lane. W H. Ingerson, A, F. also be assuring themselves of get j a son. The boys are just waiting for
Mrs. Hannah Stanley and Mrs. night by DeValois Commandery K. T CDeratl011
ASH POINT
and other treatment.
the right time however to roar out Bragdon spent Saturday with Mrs.
Lpcr
---Creed, Vernard Mossman, O. V. ting a genuine native bird.
Warren
Staples
when
Em.
Grand
Generalissimo
Bvl,Howard
Guptill
has
command
of
the
Mrs. Oliver Hurd, who is a patient
Drew. W. C. Winslow, L. E Williams,
ISLE AU HAUT
“In the paAt,' Jacques said, “a few I their approval of the action of the
jami. C. Kent of Bangor made hls tug Eugenie Spofford with Capt.
at. Knox Hospital Ls improving.
F. F. Ames. E. J. Clayter, Gus Young. unscrupulous dealers have sold as i stork. Some of the boys suggested
Morris Stanley is at Knox Hospital
Considerable damage to fishermen's Otis Lewis has employment In
Maine
turkeys
inferior
birds_____
from
a ”roPer and flttin« namc for , suffering from a fractured arm. ‘ ;offlcial vWt’ He was accompanied Adrian Stanley as mate.
E H. Libby, Frank Healey, Fred___
_ ______
_ ’ __
___ _____
Mrs. Sadie Bray has been visiting j traps and other waterfront property Rockland
Healey. Will Healey. Jr.. Lyford Arey, other ^aons of the country. This ithe y°un8ster would be Leo
George Moulton of Eagle Lake CCC ')y Em. Commander of St. Johns
j resulted from the weekend storm
Commandery. Charles E Tuttle, also her son Henry at Mountainville.
Fred Morong. C. S. Roberts. Charles j year by insisting on getting a turkey
Lewis Wiley and Miss Amy Clark
Camp was at home for the weekend.
of
Bangor,
who
acted
as
grand
ward

Mrs.
Anni?
Annis
is
recovering
Mrs. Irville Barter is in Stoning- of Portland were weekend guests of
Haskell, Maynard Coombs. Harvey bearing the State of Maine insignia.
STICKNEY CORNER
Fred Thomas of Sutt-on Island
er. The Templar degree was worked from recent illness.
ton for a short stay, Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fredette
Webster. Fred Kay. Carleton Clark. t>uyers wm
assured of obtaining
passed Thursday with Mr. and Mrs.
ln an able and Impressive manner.
Crowell having made the trip with Mrs Lottle Rcbblns u a patlent <t
and Floyd Duncan and Chester Dyer , lhe highest quality turkey it is posRoy Grinnell and Esther Grinnell
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gleason
Flye
oi
Alden Stanley.
j
A banquet, served at Kent's resiau Northeast Harbor were recent visitors
celebrated their birthdays Sundayof North Haven.
sible to raise."
Ihe State Street Hospital in PortMaynard
Dunham.
Edward
rant was enjOyecj by a ]arge number ln town.
Of these names listed 15 are now I
-----------------night at a Joint pary.
The Fowler cottage which is nearing land.
Thompson
and
Nelson
White
are
of
gir
Knights
^fore
the
conclave,
living in Vinalhaven, four are de- j
Harold Joneg an£|
Mrs. Florence Stinson was recer. completion, will be called “The Mr and
A valuable cow owned by Earl
enjoying a hunting trip on the main-. Ernest Arey and family have
ceased, and 11 are living elsewhere
Grinnell was killed Sunday by an land.
guest of her sister Mrs. Lillian
,u '
family have returned hcrae for the
moved to Miss Elizabeth Pease's Eaton.
W. H. Ingerson will give an imper
automobile
Leroy Coombs who has been suf- winter from New Britain, Conn.
Eugene
Sprague
and
Oscar
Johnhouse
on
Chestnut
street,
sonation cf “The Hermit Huntsman” His Story On Automotive
Dorothy Crockett
vroexett is
is home
nome from
irom j| ferin8 from an eczema ailment is
A. O. Humes attended church son made a weekend visit at their, d h Daggett was in Rockland
Gerald Small ts improving after a
and with the assistance of some of the
Industry Pleased Island Thursday in Lewiston and the all- home here.
Boston,
| much improved.
serious
appendicitis operation.
over Sunday to visit Mrs. Daggett
other club members with good memo
i day services Sunday tn Chelsea.
The Methcdist Ladies’ Aid met ■ Ava Rich has returned home after Albert Crowley and Miss Carmen
Lions
and
infant
son.
ries will exemplify the Mink Degree,
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Sargent were
THF. LITTI.E THINGS
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Libby enter Wednesday at the home of Mrs. |a vlsit ln Stonington. Doris Bowen Crowley of Auguata arp on a hunt.
a ceremony that was not only heart
cared for the Rich house during her Ing trip in Monson.
There was ,a goodly attendance of I business visitors Friday in Augusta.
in
tained
friends Saturday night at Dorothy McCauley for an all-day
touching, but that also touched the Lions at Union Church vestry last I Mr. and Mrs. Edward Schellbom
absence.
(For The Courier-Gazette)
session.
Dinner
was
served
and
a
cards.
pocketbook, too.
I Thursday night for the regular | were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. One day upon the street
Mrs Stanley Dodge and Mr.s. Elmer MLss Edith Young of Owl's Head
I met some children.
Mrs. Charles Webster was supper considerable amount of work accomCome one—Come all. to Firemens Hall
has been attending the post office
I bi-monthly meeting of the club. The j Earl Grinnell.
A little smile from one
hostess Wednesday to the Neighbor- PIishednext meetin8 wil1 be OrAOSS m°tored FridaV to Bangor
In answer to the old Mink Call.
in the absence of Mr.s. Lottie Rob
I do not know
W. H. Ingerson,
A
card
party
at
which
Frank
chief attraction of the evening, which 1 Mr. and Mrs. George 6. Achorn of Bu:
with Mrs. Ida Stinson.
a little gtrl said.
hood Club.
bins.
The Hermit Huntsman had been well advertised in advance, s Augusta called on friends here ' Lift me up I want to kiss you.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Earle and Seavey of Rockland was honor guest,
Theron Smith and family have
I want to kiss you because
was an address by Lion Guy C. Peas- Thursday and were supper guests of I love you so."
moved to the Arthur Pierce s house |Herbert Warren Ieft lhis week {or was given ln the parsonage Saturday Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brown re
night, 23 being present to play bridge cently visited their son Robert at
lee. who In an unguarded moment Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Sargent.
UNION
I said. "I am not strong
recently occupied by G. Ernest Arey i Florida.
The proceeds. $5.75, will flt’bl'°n Sanitorium and found him
Enough
to
lift
you.
”
so
_____
) had volunteered to orate for the
Tony Bernardi has a sprained and "83.
Waldo Christianson has employ
and family.
I bowed myself way down
to
buy material for the lnucb improved.
be
used
ankle.
Mrs. T. C. Chapman is spending benefit of the club.
ment painting in Augusta.
To her Instead A day
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Andrews spent
Or two passed by. and
Circle.
Congratulations are extended to
Lion Peaslee's discourse was found
A
bridge
club
has
been
formed
Roy Grinnell recently shot a doe.
the week in Bangor at the home of
I was grieved to hear
Saturday in Rockland.
Christie
Bray
spent
the
weekend
Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Greeley on the
ed
on
the
automotive
industry
which
The
news:
the
little
one
was
dead.
having
as
members:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Miss
Louisa
Weaver
w-as
a
caller
her son. Harold C. Chapman.
Mr.s. Everett Payson, who was guest
flu. that dread disease.
with her parents in Stonington.
birth of a daughter Patricia Anne.
• • • •
he has seen develop ifrom the time Sunday on Mrs. Florence Creamer. The
David
Judkins,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clifford
Had taken the little angel
of her sister Mrs. Fred K. Coombs
Mrs. Jasper Chapin passed a few Uno Ilvonen, Donald Wiley, Earl
to heaven above.
..
,
.
, _ . . ....
Will Merrlthew first brought his fa
Joyce, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Eaton,
Mrs. Edith Overlock and Miss Au Home
Methodist Church Notes
And I was glad I'd given her the pleasure the past week returned Saturday to
Brewster and Herbert Montgomery
The Woman's Missionary Society mous “buckboard" auto into town to gusta Ross of Union were visitors • a stranger child” a kis.^ of mother love. Rockland. While in town a series Mr. ana Mrs. Hartley Curtis Mr. and days in Stonington recently.
—
Delora
Morrill.
Mnrie
Rich,
five-year
old
grandhave returned from a successful
Mrs.
Elwood
Knight,
and
Mr.
and
meets Thursday afternoon with Mrs. the present day of stream-lined. 100- i Sunday at the home of friends here.
>of dinner parties were given in her
Rockport.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs William Hunting trip to Millinocket, each
Mrs.
Robert
McGuire.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Laura Daniels. The lesson assign horsepower flyers. His description '_________________________________
honor at the homes of Mrs. Vinal
Rich, underwent an operation for having shot a deer.
ment n the same as for the meeting of his first encounter with this fa
Hopkins, Mrs. William Lawry, Mrs. Judkins will entertain the club
mous first car in Vinalhaven. with a
Nov.
26.
of last week which was not held.
:F. K. Coombs and Mrs. Percy Tol
Mr.s. Elizabeth Murphy has reThe Ladies' Aid will assemble in horse that was less afraid of the car
man in North Haven.
the ve'try Friday promptly at 2.30 than he was. brought down the house.
I The Non-Eaters were entertained turned from a visit to Swan’s Island. 8
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Robbins passed y?
Tlie spec’s’ task is the preparation i The committee on The ice rink at
Friday by Mrs. Frank Colson,
of baskets for the usual Thanks- the ball ground reported progress
the
weekend with their daughter a
i Mr. and Mrs. Richard Young went
I
Mrs.
Carrol Chapin at Isle au Haut. j &
giving remembrances to sick and and plans were developed for the
Saturday to Lexington. Mass.
Avoid the Last Minute Shopping Rush!
shut-in members of the parish.
' Thanksgiving masquerade, which the
Lorena Conley has returned from
Mrs. Keith Carver will entertain
i
The sermon topics for next Sun- club is sponsoring. Some strange and
a visit with relatives in Lubec
We Are Headquarters For Personalized
the Knit-Wits tonight.
day announced by the pastor. Rev. j startling costumes are promised for
Mr. and Mis. Francis McGuire and
Mrs. Louise Wareham who visited
T. C. Chapman, are “The Privilege this hilariously funny occasion. Lion
her sister Mrs. L. R. Smith over the Miss Mary McGuire attended the
of Certainty," and "Let Us Be Thank Peaslee has taken the set of whiskers
holiday, returned Saturday to Con- Bowdoin-Maine game at Orono.
The recent assembly at the High
that won him a prize last year out of
ful.”
1 cord, N. H.
• • • •
cold storage, powdered them well with
! Mrs. H. M. McKay visited her School was well attended, An en
Assorted or All One Design
Cunningham-Turner
Parisian Night talcum powder to
daughter Mrs. D. H. Daggett in Rock tertainment was given by the seventh
Miss Phyllis A. Turner, daughter remove the smell of moth balls, and
grade,
with
selections
by
Miss
Marie
Your Name Printed On Cards
land recently.
of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Turner of guarantees that they will be just as
| Clarence Johnson of Rockland was Carmichael and Millard Anderson..
Palermo was married Thursday aft good as new. Lion “Ed" Carver
Plain Envelopes To Match
Mrs. Alice Banks has returned from
’ in town the past week on business.
ernoon to Carl W. Cunningham, old swears he ls going as a ballet dancer
a
visit
with
relatives
in
Vinalhaven.
! Atlantic Royal Ajrch Chapter
The finest and most artistic selection of Christmas Greeting
est son of Mr. and Mr?. John W. and if Pavlowa was knock-kneed
Constant Murphy is on his way
meets Thursday night.
Cards awaits your call—and at thc most reasonable prices—
Cunningham of this town, by Rev. T. he will out knock Pavlowa. Lion
to
China.
The Lane and Libby building,
C. Chapman. The double ring serv “Alf" Creed is taking singing lessons
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bowen of
i which was partially destroyed by fire.
50 for $1.00 - 25 for $1.00
ice was used.
ln order that he may better represent
I was recently bought by G. C. Peas Isle au Haut were recent guests of
The bride was dressed in blue. Caruso during the festivities. All ln
lee and is being torn down down to Mrs. Mina Miles.
21 for $1.00 - 16 for $1.00
The couple was attended by Miss all the club promises some new and
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen McDonald
the first story. William Bray and
Beatrice Turner, sister of the bride delightful features on this Thanks
Postage 15 Cents Extra
son are doing the work. It will be left this week to pass tlie winter
and Ernest A. Cunningham, brother giving Day Mask Ball.
in
Florida.
remodeled later and will add much
Don't fail to see our line of genuine Steel Engraved Greet
lndicates INCREASE in Automobile fatalities
of the bridegroom.
Clara Hutchinson is employed at
The next speaker listed is Leslie B.
ing Cards with the Personalized .Appeal. Our big new
to the appearance of Main street.
Mrs. Cunningham is a graduate of Dyer who will speak at the next regu
Mrs. Rebecca Knight's.
Christmas Card Book is open for your selection. V'oa'll be
Indicates NO CHANGE in Automobile fatalities
Lincoln Academy and Mr. Cunning lar meeting of the Club, which will
amazed at the apparently costly cards available in our line
Mrs. Sadie Robbins is in Boston to
—at prices so low.
ham graduated from Union High be held Wednesday, Nov. 24.
pass the winter with her daughter.
Indicates lack of adequate data for comparison
School and Bucksport Seminary. He
The only guest of the evening was
The Marvin Flynns of Baltimore,
The above chart shows the gains and losses by states in the nation*
wide campaign now being waged for highway safety. During the
find ready relief from itching of ec
Ls now engaged in barbering.
Calvin B. Vinal, who was cordially
are occupying an apartment; in Har
first nine months of 1937 automobile fatalities increased 8% as com*
zema, rashes and similar ills, in the
After a few days' trip to Massa invited to come again.
old Small's house.
1&
pared with the same period of 1936, in the 34 states from which fatality
gentle medication of
«
chusetts. Mr. and Mrs. Cunningham
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Carmichael j S
King Lion D. H. Daggett was sud
ROCKLAND. MAINE
reports were received.
will make their home in this com denly called away the day of the
and son Rodney nnd Miss Collins of ' g
CARELESSNESS CAUSES MOST ACCIDENTS
munity,
I
Monticello were weekend guests of
meeting and thereby escaped set-

I
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NOW IS THE TIME!

CHRISTMAS CARDS
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In Everybody’s Column

THOMASTON

WINS LAURELS FOR ENDURANCE

;

FOR SALE

•

Advertisement* ln this column not to
A demonstration of a Visual Pro- )
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
Jector for Education wili oe giver.
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
R. I RED PULLETS for rale, laving.
tional lines flve cents cach for one time
at Parent-Teacher Association meet
10 cents for three times. Six small words CARLETON F WEAVER, North Waldo
boro.
Me.
133*138
to a line.
ing at the High School building. |
FOR
WORK horse for sale. A. TAMM1.
Thursday at 7.30 o'clock.
Union.
_________
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Welch, who
~PIGS for” sale. 5 Veeks o^.L price $3.
ALDEN J. WALTZ. Tel. 18-22. Waldo
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ar
boro.
135*137
thur Libby ln Biddeford, for several ,
HOUSEHOLD furnishings for sale. InIncluding electric
sewing machine.
days, returned home Monday. Their '
BUFF ar.J white, male Angora cat lost, Hoover vacuum cleaner, rugs, etc.. 294
daughter. Miss Charlotte Welch, lias ,
answers to name of “Tlrry."
Notify BROADWAY. Tel 104-M
_ 137-139
MBS MacBRIDE. 74 Mechanic St . Tel
been guest of Miss Dorothy Wallace
SAWED green hardwood for sale $1
232-W. or 213-R
137*139
Special For
per foot. $7 cord ALFRED DAVIS. 153
during their absence.
MAN'S POCKETBOOK with zipper top New County Road. Tel. 912-W.
137*139
November
lost Friday on Main St., containing ,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold F. Dana and !
small amount of money, man's white I FLORENCE oil burner for sale. Used
gold ring Reward Return to The Cou three months. Perfect condition, price
sons James and John spent the week-,
right
H E SIMMONS. Rockland Awnrler-Oazette or TEL Camden 6o6
137*139
end with her parents. Judge and Mrs.
13»138 lng Co . 18 Willow St.. City.
BANKING BRUSH for sale; aiso loam
James A. Pulsifer in Auburn.
and grave:, delivered Tel. 23-W. WIL
* - • - ♦•
LIAM ANDERSON, 48 West Meadow Rd .
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Copeland
City._____________________________136-138
who cume to attend the funeral
Celia It. Five. Prop.
WANTED
E FLAT alto Saxaphone for sale. TEL.
THOMASTON. ME.
for S. Emerson Smith and were
101-M_______________
135-tf
MAIN ST.
TEL. 133
CHILDREN'S and Ladies’ Hand Knit
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. D.
EXPERIENCED girl wanted, between Fancy Mit ens for sale, COc ar,1 75c.
Gray, returned Saturday to Newton ,
134-136 then T143
20-30 years, for general housework and MRS MARGARET ROBINSON. 23 Spruce
138*138
plain
cooking; to go to Massachusetts at St , Tel 1108-M.
Centre, Mass. Their daughter. Miss
once; ln family of 4 adults: relerenres
STOVES for sale, enamel, electric.
Margaret Copeland, who accompan- 1
required. 18 FREDERICK ST . Tel. 728-W Franklin for wood or coal; also coffee
an invitation to attend the inspec
_________________________________ 137*130 I percolator, restaurant size; 138 CAM
ied 'them, here, remained for the :
WARREN
EXPERIENCED salesman wants po- j DEN ST., Tel. 1214-M. Call after 5 p. m.
tion,
Saturday
of
Harbor
Light
weekend.
sltlon; can furnish best of references; ________________________________ 134-tf
Contributions for the Red Cross Chapter in Rockport Those from the
willing to do any kind of work. TEL
BULL IOGS for n'.i; three pretty,
Members of Williams-Brasier Post,
766-W
137*139 dark puppies.
either the dollar membership, or . local Chapter who attended the in
white markings; six
A L. are to be hosts Friday night to
Weeks
old: also grown male, ciark MRS.
J
WORK wanted by man and wife, both
less, will be gratefully received by spection Friday of Orient Chapter
ROSE
HUPPER.
Tenant
’s Harbor. Tel.
I
experienced.
Janitor,
cleaner,
waitress.
Knox County Council ill Odd Fel
10 BUNKER ST.. Rockland.
137*139 4-3.______________________________ 136*138
the local committee which consists m Union, were. Mrs. Laura Starrett,
lows’ hall. Tenant's Hat bor. Supper j
BLACK horse for sale or trade for
WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY to make
Of Mrs. Grace Wyllie, Miss Edna F Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mathews, Mrs.
up to (240 In a month as grocery route cow. Good ail round horse 1400 ibs.
will be served between G and 7 o'clock
Boggs and Mrs. Anna Starrett. Miss Lina Smith. Mrs. Lilia Ames, Mrs.
dealer right ln your locality. 1*11 send Price right. JAS. SOUTAR. 8t. George .
and there will be a program.
equipment on no-money-rlsk trial Ford ___________________________ 134*139
Ecggs will receive contributions at Alzada Simmons. Mrs. Alice Watts.
automobile given as bonus
Details j USED battery radio for sale. 1937
Mr. and Mrs. Earland Irish have the library. All are reminded that Mrs. Laura Seavey. Mrs. Rosina Bu
free
ALBERT MILLS, 1225 Monmouth. model, complete with new batteries.
Cincinnati.
O
137*’t . SAYWARDS GARAGE. 515 Main St .
returned to Auburn after being guests I one-half the money received here ber. Mrs. Emma Norwood. Mrs. Avis
136*138
MALE. INSTRUCTION. Would like to
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold F. Dana, j remains in town. Benefits last year Norwood.
i hear from mechanlcaUy Inclined men ln
BANKING brush for sale, prompt de
lor a few days.
I
this
community
who
would
like
to
The
Past
Grand
and
Past
Noble
livery.
T
EL
196W
134*139
from the subscriptions bought two
betteil themselves by training spare
Tiie Ccr.tract Club meets Friday at
lime for Installation and servicing work I CHESTER white pigs for sale. 6 weeks
pairs of glasses, x-rays and trans Grand Association of Knox and
Cletrac tractor equipped with Hereule»-Cletrac Diesel engine which broke many records handling a tough
the home of Mrs. Charles E. Shorey. I portation charges for two chil Lincoln Counties will meet Wednes
I as well as planning, estimating, etc., on | old Turnips 60c bu. HENRY CROCKI all types Air Conditioning and Electric ETT. So. Thomaston Tel 371-4. 133*138
highway job in Oregon. Bohn copperlead bearings were used in engine which operated without replacement
Hyler street.
Refrigerating equipment Only reliable
dren to Fairfield and paid the hos day in Camden, with supper at 6 30.
COAL. wood, coke for sale; delivered
or adjustment on 18,000 hour grind doing unusually difficult grading job. Illustration shows the tractor at
men with fair education should reply anywhere ln Knox County. J. B. PAUL
There will be a public supper at pital bill for a child who had a! Mrs. Susie Philbrook is visiting her
! UTILITIES INST., care The Courler- SEN. Tel. Thomaston 62.
work, the engine and the copper-lead bearings.
124-tf
St. Johns parish hall, Thursday at tonsil operation in Rockland.
Oazette__________________________ 137*139
daughter. Mrs. Percy French in
PA
PETR
PRESS,
for
sale,
for
baling
old
portant
and
the
copper-lead
type
(T is impossible to bestow a kiss contracted time. This tractor main
j CAPABLE
housekeeper.
expcrenccd paper, etc. Capacity 150 lb. bales. Apply
6 o'clock.
Ivy Chapter. OES.. will be in Bridgton.
practical nurse, refined type, would like at this OFFICE
tained a schedule of 12 trips per employed have been developed ln
- • » •
113-tf
on
each
cheek
of
a
tractor
and
I work.
Excellent references given. 21
Mrs. Herbert Waltz and Mrs Olive
pin a medal on its breast, but if it hour over an 1100-foot average haul. ■ the Bohn laboratories for this ex I A_ PEARL STREET, Belfast
Miss Anna Fessenden and sister. spected Friday night by D.D.G-M.,
132*137
Brazier are visiting relatives in Port
tremely
heavy
duty
work.
The
re

,
It
is
considered
one
of
the
most
|
Leah
Davis
of
Thomaston.
Wiwurna
could be done here is a tractor that
POULTRY wantod. top prices paid I
Miss Florence Fessenden, returned
Legal Notice
land
and
Bridgton,
the
former
to
re

sult
Is
shown
ln
the
extraordinary
interesting
road
building
contracts
I POUST, 91 No Main St., Tel 41-J.
would deserve it! The facts are
to N ewtonville, Mass., Sunday after J Chapter of Waldoboro is invited to
136*138
main for a week, the latter for a
NOTICE
reported by a Portland. Oregon | of recent years and the speed and freedom from repairs In this Diesel
attend.
Supper
will
be
served
at
spending the weekend as guests of
PATIENTS cared for at Rest Haven
Cushing, Maine. November 15. 1937.
longer time.
contractor who tells how this unit endurance of the equipment amazed engine.
6.30
by
Mrs.
Grace
Wyllie.
Mrs.
Edna
Convalescent
Home.
105
Llmerock
St
.
To
the
Municipal
Officers of the
Miss C. Helen Russell.
To those who are Interested ln
worked on three seven-hour shifts even those experienced in this
Tel. 1293 EVA AMES
135*137
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rowe motored
Town ol Cushing.
Mrs. Francis Friend and daugh White Mrs. Rosina Buber. Mrs. Elea
details,
on
the
Newport,
Oregon,
We the underslgm,d. James M Seavey.
for six days per week until it had work.
SECOND HAND laundijv trays or
Saturday to Strong, where Mr. Rowe
tubs wanted H BALDWIN. 6 Chestnut and Alonzo T. Seavey. both of Cushing
It is also regarded as one of the job, there were 89,200 cubic yards
ters Helen and Margaret, returned nor Barrett. Mrs. Ruby Kalloch and
completed 18,000 hours of work
ln
the County ol Knox re-peclfully rep
spoke
to
the
Franklin
County
teach

SI..
Camden.
136-138
Sunday to Skowhegan after visiting Mrs. Annie Aspey.
with only minor adjustments and finest examples of Diesel engine of common excavation, 4,000 cubic
resent that we desire to extend a flsh
ers. Mrs. Rowe was guest of Mrs.
GENTLEMAN lodger wanted ln home weir in the tide -raters of said town
performance
on
record.
The
engine
yards
station
overhaul,
74,000
yards
absolutely
no
attention
to
Its
en

Mr. and Mrs. Alvah J. Lineken, for j Lcuis Perrault. Sr., returned Sun Horace Maxey for the day.
with complete modern conveniences. commsn-ing on the southeasterly side
Address "LODGER." care of The Cou of Alonzo Seavey's shore and running
gine bearings beyond ordinary lu used in this Cletrac crawler trac miles overhaul. On the Toledo job
day from a hunting trip in the vi
several days.
rier-Gazette.
131*tf one thousand feet southerly, and hereby
The supper which was to have been
tor is also shown here. It is a in the nine months there were
brication.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert B. Rider of j cinity of Kingman, bringing with
OLD DOLLS wanted. Write what you make application for permission to ex
Hercules-Cletrac Diesel equipped 161,000 cubic yards of excavation.
served Thursday by the Baptist La
All
of
this
was
done
ln
connec

have. Old glass, goblets, any pattern, tend same as above set forth.
Edgewood, R. I., were weekend guests him an eight point buck.
dies' Circle, will be omitted because
tion with highway construction at with the latest type heavy-duty 232.000 cubic yards of overhaul.
and wine glasses, also old Iron mechani
ON THE FOREGOING APPLICATION
of Mr. Rider's sister. Mrs. Albert P.
Eugene Durgin is visiting relatives of the revival meetings ln Rockland.
cal banks. Will buy old (lax wheels the municipal officers of 9ald Town of
Bohn
copper-lead
bearings.
With
28,000
yards
miles
of
overhaul
Toledo and Newport, Oregon, where
and
sea
chests
Write
COLLECTOR
Box
Cushing
hereby give notice that a hear
Heald and Mrs. Percy E. Demmons. in Sanford, and sent home Sunday, a
record speed was attained. In fact, the tremendous loads on the engine trapped, also an unestimated
635. Rockland. Me
136-141 ing on the same will be had at or near
Mrs. Helen Smith, who came from doe which he had shot while hunt
although-a stiff schedule was laid in this type of work where wide amount which wlll exceed between
the premises In Cushing on Saturday
the twenty-seventh day of November,
EAST UNION
down to begin with the roads were open throttle is a common story, 60,000 and 70,000 cubic yards ot
Fortland to attend the funeral serv- , ing in that vicinity.
«♦
A D. 1937, at one o'clock In the after
completed 15 days ahead of the j the bearings are particularly im i slide material
noon.
ices for 8. Emerson Smith went Fri- | Mrs. Grace Hurd of East Roches
4
The third and fourth degrees will
Notice thereof to be published In The
day to Maplewood, N. J., to visit j ter, N. H„ Mr. and Mrs. Warren Rey
♦
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper printed
guests
of
Capt.
and
Mrs.
Hamor.
relatives before going to Winter Park, i nolds. Jr., and children, William, be conferred tonight at Pioneer Dr. Spaulaing of South Windham
and
published ln Rockland ln said
OWL'S HEAD
County of Knox that all persons Inter
Fla., for the winter.
Melvin and Beverley of Portland and Grange, followed by the usual har passed a day recently with thelr
FURNISHED
rooms
to
let
for
light
ested
therein and be heard thereon lf
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Sloan of Man housekeeping, heated. 34 FULTON ST.
,
they see fit. said publication to be made
Miss Lena Shorey of Portland Miss Marion Eaton of Lewiston, re vest feast. Seven Tree Grange is to aunt. Mrs. Shirley Bogle.
A
benefit
supper
and
dance
will
be
chester.
N.
H
.
were
weekend
guests
of
Tel. 733-M
136^138 not la'.er than November 23 1937
spent the weekend with her mother, j turned home Sunday after being be guest.
S. E. HYLER.
Esten Soule has returned from a given Wednesday from 5 30 to 7 in Mr. Sloan's sister. Mrs. Chester Phil
TWO unfurnished tenements to let. '
D. L. MALONEY.
Mrs. Lottie Wellman was dinner
MRS. W H ING ERSON. Vinalhaven
Mrs. Charles E. Shorey. With her guests since the holiday of Mr. and
week's visit with his parents, Mr the Town hall. It is hoped many will brook.
N H YOUNG.
1CT-139
hostess Thursday to Elizabeth Went
was Mrs. Elizabeth B McCullough of Mrs. Elbert Starrett.
Municipal
Officers of the
attend as it is for a worthy cause. I A. B. Borgerson, Angus Learned,
FOUR-ROOM unfurnished, all modern
and
Mrs.
Clyde
Soule
in
Randolph
Town of Cushing
Minneapolis, who is visiting her sister. 1 The number of deer shot here worth, Lucretia Pushaw Jennie Payapartment to let. with garage 38 Beech
Elizabeth Scammon. Carl Reed Jr. George Foss and Chester Philbrook St Rent reasonable. L. A THURSTON.
The planning meeting of the Farm
Mrs. Alice H. Hahn, in Medford numbers 11 to date. Does were shot son, May Robbins and Marjorie
Tel. 1159________________________ 136-138
and
Peter Reed were home from Lee are deer hunting.
Torrey.
Hillside. Mass., who came to Port Friday by Jo Ohtonen and E. KilBureau will be held Dec. 3 at .the
FIVE-ROOM
furnished
house
at
Academy
for
the
holiday.
Spruce Head, to let. very reasonable: fireland to join Miss Shorey.
lonen. C. Ernest Starrett shot a
Amelia Dornan and Mrs. Helen Grange hall. Christmas dinner will
The Sewing Circle will meet Thurs I wood
for the cutting TEL 793-W after
Postmaster Donald P. George nine-point buck Saturday and John Lunden of West Rockport. Mr. and be followed by a Christmas tree Jor
Earl Benson, keeper of Wood Island day afternoon at the home of Mrs. J 4pm____________________________ 136-tf
Richard O. Elliot. Charles E. Durrell. a doe.
SEVEN-ROOM apartment to let at 14
Mrs. faathan Boble, Esaen Soule and . members.
Light Station and Mrs. Benson are Frank Ross.
I Suffolk St, Inquire TEL 101-M
135-tf
Shorey and Arthur E. MacDonald.
Herman Howard is occupying thc
ROOMS to let. by day or week, all
who spent tlie past week at King Nathan Leach place.
modern Improvements. 51
GRANITE
St.. Tel 152-M__________________ 137-139
Bartlett Camps, in Eustis, while
Mrs. A. T. Norwood, accompanied
SMALL apartmentto let.furnished or
hunting, returned home Sunday.
by Mrs. Margaret Sawyer of this
unfurnished.
30 HOLMES ST
Tel.
I 958-J or 757-R
137-139
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman F Wotton place and Mrs. Alice Robbins of
FURNISHED apartment to let of four
of Lynn. Mass., spent tiie weekend Union, attended the meeting Satur
rooms and bath. MRS J P WHITE.
with her parents. Mr ar.d Mrs. Wil day of the Republican Club in Au
102 Union St. Tel 628-M_________ 136-tf
liam Eclasco, and his parents. Mr. gusta. and had luncheon at the
HOUSE to let. with all Improvements,
corner Llmerock St
ond Broadway.
and Mis. Walter Wotton in Friend Blaine mansion.
>25 month V F STUDLEY. 283 Main
St.,
or
77
Park
St
.
Tel.
1154 or 330.
ship. On return Sunday they were
Recent overnight guests of George
133-tf
accompanied by Miss Mildred Dcm- Teague, were his nephew Clarence
FURNISHED apartment to let. lour
mens. who will be their guest for a Blackington and Mrs Blackington
rooms, bath. MRS W S KENNISTON
176 So Main St., Tel. 874-W.
133-tf
few days before going to Lamence. cf Fiskdale. Mass.
FIVE-ROOM rent to let on Trinity
Mass., to vis?, her aunt and uncle,
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Simmons and
An excellent home. MENS SHOP, cori
Main it Park Sts.
127
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Twiss.
Arthur Simmons of Friendship werr
Your name and address printed
SOME large, and somi small teneme
on envelopes and paper or mono
The Right Reverend Benjamin guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Aus
to let. reasonable prices. C. M BLAK
gram o:i sheets, address on enve
1 wall paper store. Te! 662
13
Brewster will celebrate and preach at tin Wiley.
lopes. Black. Blue, Green or
UPSTAIR apartment to Jet. 5 roo
St. John's Church next Sunday at
Miss Eleanor Goodwin spent the
Brown ink.
' heated, bath. 36 PLEASANT ST .
9.30 o'clock.
wtekend with Miss Ethel Oliver in
902-W.
13
WATER STP.IPF.I) VELLl’M
♦ * • *
j Camden.
Furnished apartment to let. at
White Deckle Edge
Ncrth Main St. ELMER C. DAVIS
Twenty-five members of Grace
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Wiley ac
Main St . Tel. 77.
126*121
36 folded sheets 4yix7%
Chapter. C E.S. attended Friday the companied by Mr. and Mrs. John
36 envelopes 4x5', square flap
UNFURNISHED 4-room heated apart
ment to let at IS Summer St. MRS.
supper and inspection of Orient Burgess of Rockland attended the
$1.15 postpaid
FROST. Tel. 318-W.
131-tf
Chapter in Union. District Deputy funeral services Saturday in Camden
OR
Orand Matron. Mrs. Leah F. Davis, for Mrs. Althea Collins, aunt of Mrs.
60 flat sheets 7%xl04
cf this town was the inspecting offi Wiley. They were callers the same
50 envelopes 4x7',4 square flap
$1.40 postpaid
ce?.
day on Hiram Burgess in Belfast.
The Friendly Club will meet at the
Visitors reported for education |
>l*—
.*.*.*****.>f
AUTOCRAT DECKLE EDGE
hcme of Miss Rita C. Smith. Wednes week in local schools were: Malcolm '
RELIABLE SPIRITUAL READING BY
White Vellum
MAIL. 25c and stamp You may ask
day at 7.30 o'clock.
Corner, primary. 30; Hinckley Cor
Square flap envelopes and folded
questions. GEORGE JONE3. Dixmont.
The Baptist Woman's Mission ner primary. 23: grammar. 25: An
sheets
Me,______ _______________________135*137
50 envelopes 4x5%
Circle will meet at the home of Mrs. derson rural, 10; High School 16.
NOTICE: All persons having bills for
60 sheets 4%x7%
or against the estate of Leland Killeran,
Abbie F. Rice, today at 2 o'clock. Reports from the other schools will
please present at once. FRED KIL
$1.35 postpaid
LERAN. Admr.
The time will be devoted to White be made later. Regular lessons were
YARNS
for
Rugs
and
Hand
Knttt
Cross work.
heard.
at bargains. Samples and kitting
Mrs. Stanley H. Maynard, who
The High School assembly given
rectlons free. H A. BARTLETT. P
meny. Me________
129.
came to attend the funeral services Wednesday supervised by the student
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or
for S. Emerson Smith and was council and with Freda Moody as
let for the season. Phone us, Rockli
980, STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
guest of Miss Elizabeth Washburn, chairman, consisted of: Song by i
_______ ________________ ____ ______ 134
returned Saturday to East Milton, school, "Battle Hymn of the Re- j
PIANO, vocal, Hawaiian guitar, pi
Mass.
George A. Richter,
public;'' essay, "Armistice Day,” by i
accordion lessons at your home.
C. A. LUNDELL. Friendship.
13
leading New Eng
Fred Hinckley returned to Boston Vernal Wallace, read by Ruby Star- '
land scientist, who
WATCHMAKER—Repairing
watcl
Saturday after passing a few days rett; song by the school, “America the
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and
developed process
liver. 8. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Am
with Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin L. Graf Beautiful;'' “Diary of a War Nurse''
for converting hard
bury St., Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
131
wood into wood pulp.
ton.
revised and read by Virginia Wyllie;
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Co
Capt. and Mrs. James E. Creighton. vocal duet. Virginia Moody and Freda
land Hair 8tore. 24 Elm St. Mail old
solicited. H. C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J.
Mrs. Richard O. Elliot and Miss Moody;
instrumental
selections,
Mary E. MacPhail returned home Theodore Siili and Arthur Wotton.
Your name and address printed
Saturday after several days' motor accordion and guitar; "War." an es
on sheets ami envelopes only
WE BUY
trip to St. John. N. B.
say by Constance Jenkins, anti "The [
PATRICIAN
Mrs. Leon T. Auger and daughter Star Spangled Banner'' by the school. |
White Laid
AND
SILVER
Miss Leola, returned Sunday to South
The Dorcas Circle of Kings Daugh
Black, Blue, Brown. Green Ink
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
Portland after being guests of Mr. ters met yesterday with Mrs. Chris
60 folded sheets 44x7%
JEWELER
40 envelopes 4x5%
and Mrs. Earl F. Woodcock, for a tine Barker in South Union.
370
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND
few days.
The sewing circle of Ivy Chapter.
OR
Williams-Brasier Pest Auxiliary O.E S.. meets today from 2 to 5 with '
GO flat sheets 64x10%
40 envelopes 4x6%
will meet Friday at 7.30 o'clock.
Mrs. Grace Campbell.
$1.15 postpaid
Mrs. R. J. Bowler and Miss Shir- j
Mr. and iMrs. Raymond MacLeod
are guests of her sisters. Mrs. Theo ley Stetson of Waterville were re- i
GRAYTONE TWEED
Announcement of new process for utilizing formerly valueless beech, birch
dore Gutoske. Mrs. David Renegar cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
Vellum
and maple, as well as spruce and cedar, proves boon to New England farm
and Miss Marian Felt in Jersey City. ! Hills.
ers and woodlot owners, increasing their potential revenues by millions of
GO folded sheets 4%x7%
dollars. Meanwhile, New England’s pulp and paper industry is working at
40 envelopes 4x5%
Mr and Mrs. Wilbur Colby and
top speed, with the 875,000,000 Brown Company, of Berlin, N. H., largest
daughter, Miss Alma Colby, and son,
OR
pulp producer in this section, reporting that the rayon and plastics indus
ROCKVILLE
CO flat sheets 64x10%
and Frank Willis of Belfast, and John
tries are taxing its capacity by heavy demands for its new hardwood pulp.
40 envelopes 4x6%
Although 85-vear-old company has full force of 7,500 working three 8-hour
The Camden & Rockland Water Noonan of Brockton, Mass., visited
$1.15 paetpaid
shifts daily, officials report pulp orders running 50% in excess of capacity.
Co. wishes to express its appreciation Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Clark
The above pictures show various phases of the pulp industry. 1. Hardwood
and
Mrs.
Eleanor
Barrett.
for the fine spirit shown by the resi
cut into 4-foot lengths, readv for shipment to mills. 2. One of the Brown
Miss Mabel Crawford has closed
Company pulp mills at Berlin, N. H. Circle, hardwood chips ready to be
dents of Rockville, during the past
cooked into pulp. 3. This gigantic machine, which resembles a large newsweek, while the water main was be her home in North Warren and is
> paper printing press, dries and presses the wood pulp. 4. Here’s how wood
ing cleaned. The service was un located in the Lawry house near the
* pulp looks after it has been dried, pressed and cut. 5. Mouth of a digester
ROCKLAND, ME.
where more than 20 cords of wood are converted into pulp at one cooking.
avoidably
interrupted
for long monument.
|
Ivy
Chapter,
O.EJS.,
has
accepted
■periods.

$5.00 PERMANENT WAVE
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Poetry Afternoon

OClETY
Mrs. Lillian McRae has returned
from a visit in Malden, Mass., where
she was guest of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
MacDonald for two weeks, the Mac
Donalds making the return trip with
her Saturday fcr a weekend visit.

Mrs. Sherman Rokes was hcstess to
THE Club last night for cards and
luncheon. High scores were won by
Mrs. John M. Richardson, Mrs. Ed
ward Boody and Mrs. Walter Ladd.
YOUR SOCIAL ITEMS

Winter or summer Thc CourierGazette is always glad to have
items whieh concern arrivals and
departures of people, the soeial
gatherings, engagement announce
ments, weddings, etc. Please tele
phone our society reporter. Mrs.
Warren C. Noyes, 873-R, or directly
to this office.

Huntley-Hill Auxiliary will hold a
beano party tonight at the home of
Mrs. Helen Neild, Thomaston street.

The Christmas Sewing Club met
last week with Mrs. Osmond A.
Faimer.

Mrs. C. F. Snow is at her Talbot
avenue home, having returned Satur
day from two weeks' visit with her
son, Sydney Snow in Worcester. Mass.

Mrs. Carl Duff was hostess last
night to Shakespeare Society, 20
members attending. Mrs. Nettie B.
Frost was leader. Mrs. Harry Buf
fum presented in a delightful manner
a paper on “Then Wither He goes,
whither iet me go," dealing with the
two queens of Richard 2d, Ann of
Bohemia and Isabelle of France. Mrs.
Henry Bird, Miss Winifred Cough
lin, Mrs. Buffum, Mrs. Duff and Mrs.
Grace Young gave pleasing reports
of Maurice Evans’ production of
"Richard 2d," which they recently
witnessed in Boston. A rising vote of
thanks was given Mrs. Young for the
hospitality which she graciously ex
tended to Shakespeare Society. The
study of Richard 2d was completed
with the reading of Act 5.

Chapin Class will meet with Mrs.
Emma Hall. Summer street, tonight.

Post And Auxiliary

Mrs. Dorothy Bird Snow and Mrs.
Kathleen O'Hara leave Wednesday
for Florida, going over the route in
Mrs. Sr.ow s car. They will make a
stop in Trenton, N. J., to visit Miss
Madeline Bird.

Rev. Sidney Packard of Bcothbay
Harbor was a weekend visiter in this
city.
.

Mrs. Mabel Pillsbury went yester Joint Installation Sunday At
day to West Medford. Mass., where
tended By More Than
ehe will make her winter home.

Three Hundred
Mrs. L. W. Benner has been visit
ing her son Floyd in Waldoboro.

The joint installation of HuntleyHill Post and Auxiliary Sunday aft’ ernoon at the Armory #on Spring
Miss Ruth Scarlott of Boston spent
street, was a most impressive ceretlie weekend with her brother. Dr.
mony. being witnessed by over 300
Edwin Scarlott.
from different parts of the State.
Installing officer for the Post was
Mrs. Louise Clark of Marlboro,
Junior Department
Commander.
Mass., Is in the city, called by the ill
George McLain of Rumford, who
ness of Mrs. Edward Gonia, who is a
was assisted by Aide-de-Camp. Wil
patient tat Knox Hospital.
liam Waldron, Past Department
Commander of Gardiner, Speakers
D.<tF. Club met with Mrs. Ray
of the afternoon were Mayor Ladd of
mond cross, the winners being Mrs.
Gardiner, Leroy Smith, National
Herbert Kalloch, Mrs. Maurice
Council member of Togus, ex-Mayor
Athearn and Mrs. Effie Richards.
Charles M. Richardson. Past De
Mrs. Ernest Thompson went yester partment President Emma Smith and
Past Department President Anna
day to New York, where she will be
Crosby of Waterville and repre
guest of her sister, Miss Angelina
sentative Cleveland Sleeper, Com
Mazzeo,
mander Oliver Hamlin and Com
mander George McLain made inter
Two successive reports from Knox
esting remarks; a talk on veterans af
Hospital have referred to the con
fairs was given by Rev. Corwin H.
dition of Miss Caroline I. Jameson
Olds who also offered prayer. Past
as “a little better," following an
Commander Frank McDonnell gave
emergency operation for appendicitis.
a splendid talk on activities in the
I crder.
Mrs. K. A. Rice and two children
Tlie large floor space at the Ar
cf Washington, D. C„ will arrive the
mory shewed to advantage the splenlatter part of the week and. joining
’ did floor work done, as the incoming
Capt. Rice who has been in the city
olficers were installed, the following
for residence arrangements, will oc
taking office for the coming year:
cupy the former Berman house cn
Commander. Daniel Noonan; senior
Maple street. Capt. Rice is a nephew
vice commander, Nathan Berliawcf C. F. Snow of Talbot avenue, and
, sky Junior vice commander. Jchn
with his family will make Rockland
Kennedy; adjutant, Lawrence Ham
his permanent home.
lin; quartermaster, Vernon Giles;
I officer cf tho day, Andrew Boynton;
Mrs. A. R Chavonelle. Jr. and son
Arthur 3d of 56 Talbot avenue, have chaplain. George Leonard; post
returned from a week spent in Wa advocate, Austin Brewer; post sur
terville. where they visited relatives geon. Lawrence Hamlin; patriotic in
structor. Oliver Hamlin; and trus
and friends.
tees. Jchn Watts and John Ranlett;
Heartening news is received as to service officer John Guistin; guard.
the progress of Mrs. Carrie Burpee John Waldron and color bearer.
National Council
Shaw, a fracture patient at Knox Hos Ralph Colson.
pital, who is resting in comparative member, Leroy Smith was accompan
comfort. In a week's time, ft is ied by Walter Thornhill of Skowhe
thought that Mrs. Shaw will be able gan, honorary National Aide-deCamp. who is the most decorated
to receive friends.
war veteran in Maine.
Mrs. E. G. Wheatcn and Miss Mil
The installation of Auxiliary mem
dred Gillette of Lexington. Mass., bers then took place, the military
were in the city at the weekend.
formations and white uniforms be
ing mcst interesting as these officers
A. G. Regers of Greenville was were installed by Mrs. Lucille Betts,
weekend guest of his daughter-in-law department president, assisted by
Mrs. Addiq, Rogers.
Mrs. Thelma Waldron, department
ccr.ductress, both of Gardiner: Presi
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cuthbertson
dent (for second year) Mrs. Laura
spent the weekend in Boston visit
Ranlett; senior vice president, Mrs.
ing Mr. Cuthbertson's brother, and
Elizabeth Noonan; junior vice presi
combining business with their rainy
dent, Mrs. Helen Neild; chaplain,
weather pleasure.
Mrs, Frances Grant; historian, Mrs.
coiiductress,
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Gregory and Marguerite Btewer;
Mr. and Mrs. Willis I. Ayer motored Mrs. Dorothy Jcnes; patriotic in
to Schoodic Sunday and witnessed a structor Mrs. Gladys Hamlin; secre
grand demonstration of surf. Inci tary. Mrs. Myra Watts; treasurer,
dentally they counted 31 deer on mo Mrs. Helen Johnsen; guard. Mrs.
tor car running boards between Lura Boynton; trustees. Mrs. Watts
and Mrs. Brewer; banner bearer. Mrs.
Rockland and Ellsworth.
Ethel Prcck.
The second in a series of six card
Mrs. Myra Watts and Mrs. Eliza
parties will be held at Olid Fellows beth Nconan were in charge cf the
hall this afternoon by Miriam Re plentiful supply of sandwiches, cakes,
bekah Lodge with Mrs. Lina Canoll ices and coffee assisted by other
as hcstess. An all-day rummage sale members cf the Auxiliary.
is also going on and will be followed
Mrs. Ranlett was presented with a
tonight by the regular lodge meet past president's pin by Mrs. Helen
ing with a short drill. The noble Johnson frcm the Auxiliary and also
grand requests that all officers be received a beautiful bouquet of yclpresent.
i lew roses with orange tie frcm Mr.
Ranlett. Mrs. Helen Neild was given
Our Bargain Rack again offers a pendant by the Auxiliary and a
amazing values in dresses at $3.00 bracelet was presented to hcr by Mrs.
and S5.C0. Also Bradley Knits at ■ Ranlett in appreciation of her excel
reduced prices—this week only. Al- lent work for the organization. De
freda Perry, 7 Limerock street.—adv. partment President Lucille Be'ts re
ceived a gift from the past riepart137-138

HING COLDS

Was Observed By the Meth
ebesec Club — Paper By
Miss Nichols
!

The Methebesec Club met Friday
afternoon in the attractive tower
| room of the Community Building,
with Mrs. Maude Blodgett, Mrs. Ma
bel Rcse, Mrs. Florence Snow, Miss
Relief Nichols, Mrs. Julia Murray j
and Mrs, Sarah Marsh as hostesses.
his specialized medication—
Thirty-four responded to roll call.
Vicks Va-tro-nol—is expressly
designed for the nose and upper
Mrs. Gladys Heistad. vice president,
throat, where most colds begin—
presided in the absence of Miss Ellen
and grow. Used in time—at thelirst
Daly, president. Reports were given
sneeze or sniffle or irritation in the
by Mrs. Minnie Rogers for the be
nose—it helps to prevent many
colds, or to throw off head colds
nevolence committee and Mrs. Elizain .their early stages. Even when
beth Davis for the hospitality com
your head is all clogged up from
mittee.
~7~f
OUSM «O MU AU
a cold, Va-tro-nol brings comfort
... —
In keeping with poetry afternoon.
ing relief—lets you breathe again 1
Mrs. Edna Rollins played an ar- j
Keep il Handy,,, Vie il Early
rang:ment of Rasbach’s '‘Trees" to
which Joyce Kilmer's unforgettable
poem has been set. Mrs. Rollins
gave her number with sincere feel
Gay Wallpapers Invade Kitchens
ing and beauty cf conception.
Mrs. Alice Karl for the current
*2
I book review touched upen the Book
1 Fairs now being held in New York
IE A BY,
, and Boston, and also gave brief re
views of these books: “Katrina," by j
iSalimen; The Nutmeg Tree, by
, Eharp ;Ltfe with Mother, by Clarence
Ery; and So Great a Man from which
—a gleaming white
the film "Conquest" has been made. |
Mrs. Karl commented that all thc
i books she was reviewing are to be
found in the Rockland Public Library.
An exceptionally fine paper on "Re
cent Poets and Their Writings" was
IS YOURS
presented by Miss Nichols, who
roR
through her own bent as a poet and
. This jg the
;'U^3'2ONEruf^M°HeI5T8.rea
ONLY
her teaching of English literature is
I^.On-Sup.rSa<e(^wa3hing
I
conversant in no small way with thc
[subject selected for her attention.
I
’
’
•
“
'"ing
Tub
In
• Housewives, weary of the drab atmosphere of their old-fashioned
The new EASY for 1938 is styled to the
It is not amiss to say that the pa- j
kitchens or the coldness of the new mechanized ones, are giving them
minute —massive in every detail—
per stands as one of the best given
homey charm with gay, colorful wall papers. On the left is a sprightly
streamlined in the modem manner. And
pattern of bright green leaves and sprays of cherries and strawberries.
before the club in some time. Miss
finished in white—with attractive gray
On the right is a chic modern design of tea pots, glasses, salt shakers
Nichols chose to review: “Collected 1
trim—to match your other modem ap
and similar items. Either is sure to put new life in the once “forgotten
room” I
Poems" by James Joyce; "The Mel
pliances.
ancholy Youth" by Franklin P.
Plus other Super-Features
Adams; “Further Range.'' by Robert
American housewives have rebelled! (ing. It twas as If they had blank
Frost; "More Poems." by A. E. HousSUPER-SAFETY
—For the first time at
weekly
They looked around at their faces-no expression, color, gaiety, or
man; "Conversation at Midnight" by
this low price, a wringer with all THREE
charm.
kitchens—saw black bulky stoves, un
Edna St. Vincent Millay; "Address
of these important safety essentials:
With equal enthusiasm, the house
I
Guardian Bar Release in front of rolls—
sightly sinks flat walls, old-fashioned wives tackled and solved this prob to the Living" by John Holmes; and
Safety Zone construction of wringer roll
"Salt
Water
Farm"
by
Robert
P.
equipment.
lem—with brightly colored, gaily de
entrance—Roll Stop that stops revolu
T. Coffin. Miss Nichols in addition
"We demand modernization!” they signed washable wall paper. Per
tion of BOTH rolls.
to giving a comprehensive and pene
chorused, and the revolution was un haps it was a blue and red check or
trating review of the writings of each
3-ZONE washing action of the EASY
dot pattern. Or the design with all
derway.
Turbolator saves washing time, saves
of the poets, read several selections I
All over the country, kitchens had sorts of vegetables. Or the one which
wear on clothes. BONDERITE rust
from the forementioned books of
their faces lifted. They acquired j cleverly shows pots and pans, salt
proofing for all sheot metal parts.
Frost. Housman, Millay, Holmes and
streamlined enameled stoves, metal ' and pepper shakers and other items,
BAKED ENAMEL finish that's chip-proof
Coffin. To those who had enter
sinks, steel cabinets snugly fitted Some had Istrawberries, some had
and color-fast.
tained the idea that Millay's most
against the walls and complete with lobsters, but all had life and color to
recent book is deadly she showed
drawers, shelves, ironing boards, offset the flatness of the rest of the
quite the contrary, whetting their
space for china, silver and the like., room.
appetites to peruse the book in more
Even the old kitchen table surrend- , It is a style note that has spread
detail. 'Possibly Robert Frost who
ered to a new collapsible one that like wild-fire. Smart decorators no
stands today probably as America's
compactly folds into, a small space longer overlook the kitchens. No
leading poet received the most at
when not needed.
more Is it the forgotten room.
MPANY
POWE
tention, delving a bit deeper into hls
Then the housewives studied their
And so American housewives go
writing and using several of his poems
perfectly ordered, highly mechanized about their daily work in a room that
as illustration. Miss Nichols closed
kitchens.
Something was wrong, 1 combines efficiency and beauty. They
her memorable contribution to the
something was lacking. The rooms smile proudly. Their rebellion has
program with Coffin’s “This Is My
were too efficient, too sleekly gleam- ! been a grand success.
Country."
Alden Knight, employed as me
ception Thursday night at Megun
CAMDEN
The next meeting will be in the
ticook Grange hall to one of their chanic at Toiman's Bus Station, is
ment president and associate con-[
FRIENDSHIP
Tower Room Nov. 26. with Mrs. Eva
Miss Eldora De Merritt of Char members. Addie Harville, Department [enjoying a week's leisure.
ductress. Mrs. Anna Crosby, cne of
Hellier, Mrs. Alice Jameson. Miss
the oidest past presidents to at- i Mr. and Mrs. Roy Carter and Bern- Ellen Cochran. Mrs. Dora Bird, Mrs. lotte, N. C„ is guest of Mrs. Flora of Maine patriotic instructor. Re
Frank Bagley, Edward Bagley, Al
freshments will be served.
tend was presented a lovely bodquet ard Brow were recent visitors in Lcuise Orbeton. and Mrs. Ethel Love Barnard.
ton Bartlett and Lloyd Brown, the
of chrysanthemums.
Portland where they called on Gran- joy as hostesses. Miss Cochran will
Harold Corthell has returned from
Capt. and Mrs. Frank Hardy of [ letter of Union have returned from a
____________
(ville Brow Who (is a patient at the present the current book review, and a hunting trip at Dennysville and Deer Isle are guests of Mr. and Mrs. week's hunting trip at Macwahoc,
BROWN-LANGMAN
State Street Hospital.
Frank H. Wilbur.
, bringing home three deer.
Miss Margaret Stahl will be in charge brought back a buck.
■
[ Mrs. Josie Lawry and Miss Eda of the music. Trygve Gulbransen's
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Rogers of West
Miss Sylvia Langman, daughter of Lawry were recent guests of Mrs.
"Beyond Sing the Woods" and "The Concord, Mass., have been spending
Mr. and Mrs. David Langman, of Eudora Miller in Waldoboro.
Wind from the Mountains" will be a few days in town.
NOW
Camden, became the bride of former
Charles Morrill of Portland was a reviewed by Mrs. Lovejoy.
EDDIE CANTOR
Mrs. F. H. Thomas is visiting her
PLAYING
In
Assemblyman Elmer E. Brown, son recent business caller In town.
cousin Mrs. Mina Hall in Rockland.
“All KAEA GOES TO TOWN"
of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel B. Brown of Miss Rachel Stetson and Leonard
Miss Mary C. Davis has returned
ROCKPORT
Carteret. N. J., at 4 o'clock Sunday Stetson spent the weekend in Thom
from Portland where she spent a
afternoon.
aston with their grandfather Leonard
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
The Methodist Johnson Society few weeks at the Everett Chambers.
The ceremony was performed at Stetson.
held a successful cooked food sale at
ii
Capt. Cornelius Oray ana son Os
the hcme of the bride's brother, Dr. Hartwell Davis and daughter
the Wentworth building Saturday
borne will make thelr winter home in
Louis Langman. 55 East 86th street, Leatrice who have been on a hunting
afternoon. Miss Marion Weidman
California.
by Rev. Louis J. Weiner in the pres trip returned, home with two deer.
and Mrs. Stella Simonton were in
with
F. L. Kennedy and Clarence Shibles
ence of the immediate relatives of the
Mrs. Cora Sherman who was re charge.
have returned from a hunting trip at
couple. The bride wore a wine-col cent guest cf Mrs. Eudora Miller in
Mrs. Nancy Turner was severely in Dennysville and the latter brought
ored velvet dress with accessories to Waldoboro has returned to the homo
jured Friday morning when she fell back a doe.
“She put a lifetime of love in a cnc day marriage.”
match and carried a corsage of white of Georgiana Winchenpaw.
down the cellar stairs at her home
A large delegation from Joel Keyes
orchids. A reception followed. The
Mrs Agnes Winchenpaw accom cn Church street, striking her head
Grant Circle, Ladies of the G.A.R.,
couple left on a wedding trip to New panied by Mrs. Josie Lawry . Eda
Shows: Matinee t;
cn the cement wall. It was necessary will be guests today of the Thomas H.
Evg. 6.30, 8.30.
Orleans and on return will reside In i Lawry and Gertrude Oliver motored
to take 16 stitches on the head and Marshall Circle in Belfast. Dinner
Cont. Saturday
Carteret, where the groom has a law Friday to Spruce Head for Miss
she was also badly cut about the wiii be served at noon and the after
2.00 to 10.30
Tel B»2
office.
Betty Winchenpaw. The group then face and arm. Her condition, how
noon will be devoted to cards and
The bride is a graduate of the New went to Rockland where they dined
ever, is reported as favorable.
other games.
England Conservatory of Music of and later attended the Spiritual Re
The meeting of the Johnson So
Mi. and Mrs. Clarence Shlbles have
Boston, Mass., and up to her mar covery Crusade at the Community
ciety planned for Wednesday at the returned to East Douglas, Mass, after
riage conducted a school of music for Building. There were 29 from this
home of Mrs. Marion Ingraham has a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Frank L.
Wednesday Night Is Bank Nite—$125.00
piano. The groom is a graduate of vicinity in attendance on that eve
been postponed for two weeks.
ON THE SCREEN
Kennedy.
the New York University, where he ning.
Miss Florence McFadden of Rock
Clifford
Smith
shot
a
deer
Friday
ANN
SOTHERN,
BURGESS MEREDITH
obtained his degree of L.L.B. He is
Mrs. Grace Magune of Thomaston land was guest Sunday of Miss Feme
in Lincolnville.
a member of several clubs in New is caring for Mrs. Granville Brow
IN
i Whitney.
Mrs. Harold Weymouth has re
Jersey and New York.
who is slowly gaining in health.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will hold
Mrs. Edna Packard will entertain an afternoon session Wednesday at sumed her position in the BoyntonBELATED statistics
the Baptist Circle Thursday for an , the home of Mrs Arthur K Wa,ker McKay pharmacy after a two weeks'
vacation.
all-day session, Dinner will be
THURSDAY
Annual inspection of Harbor Capt. J. Arthur Wagner and Ora
Showing (that World War Cost served at noon.
!
Light
Chapter
O
E.S.
will
take
place
Maine In Killed and Wounded
Mrs. Annie Wallace who has been Saturday night at Masonlc ha„ with Brown have returned from a hunting
trip at Whetstone. The former shot
111
is much improved.
.
Wcrthy Grand Matron, Lyle WoodMaine celebrated Thursday the
an eight-point buck and the latter a
19th anniversary of the end of hos
iward as inspecting officer. Supper !0-point one. Each weighed over 200
Milk and cream condemned by the ■„ b
M
tilities that cost the lives of 362 of
pounds.
her men in tho Army and Marine Michigan State Department of Agri- j Members of the Baptlst gunday
Joel Keyes Grant Circle, Ladies
culture
has
recently
been
stained
Sch00
,
are
t0
meet
at
the
churcb
Corps.
of the G.A.R, meets Friday night
farm? Tuesday at 6.45 sharp to go in a Picnic supper will be served at 6
Records of the [Navy and War de
partments showed 359 Maine men «rs. Tlie coloring ls harmless, but body to the service at Rockland o'clock.
who enlisted in the Army ,and three prevents resale for human food
Community Building. Scats ate to
Mrs. Isabel Simonton has returned
Maine Marines, died during the
be reserved fcr the school and free from several weeks’ stay in Warren.
Wcrld War. Maine enlistments in
transportation will be provided by
Mrs. Helen Gray is a surgical pa
PATRONIZE YOUR
the Army totaled 26.834. while 116 en
Crocketts bus,
tient at a Portland Hospital.
BEVERLY ROBERTS, RICARDO CORTEZ
listed ln the Marines.
Katherine M. widow of James G.
The Townsend Club will serve a
IN
Maine's enlistments in the Navy i
Lane, died Sunday at her home on public supper at the Pythian hall
totaled 5239. but the Navy Depart- i
Main street. Funeral services will Thursday from 5.30 to 7 o'clock. A
ment files did not disclose the numbe held Tuesday at 2 o'clock at the large delegation frcm jhis vicinity at
ber of casualties.
Who is ready to serve you home with Rev. N. F. Atwood of thc tended the District Convention held
The Maine Army casualty list to- (
Methcdist Church officiating. Mrs. Armistice Day in Augusta.
TODAY
365 days in the year
taled 1682, including killed, wounded ,
Lane Is survived by two sons.
JUNE TRAVIS In
Capt. and Mrs. E. H Tinker are
"OVER THE GOAL'
Silsby’s Flower Shop
and missing. Of those 248 were killed
Llewellyn Kellar of Rockland, and leaving Wednesday for Miami, Fla.,
tfi aiit-iv
in action, and 111 died of wounds. A :
Charles Lane of Rockport and an where they will spend the winter.
COMING FRIDAY
ROCKLAND adopted daughter, Mrs. Edwina Nut
total of 11,958 Maine imen saw service [ 371 MAIN ST. '
GENE AUTRY
The
Joel
Keyes
Grant
Circle
La

lOOtf
ter of Waldoboro.
overseas with the Army.
1
dies of the G.A.R , will tender a re

T

Vicks
Va*tro*nol

I
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For the first time at
this new low price

EASYWA5HER

*>OO

AINE

CENT

THAT CERTAIN WOMAN”

BETTE DAVIS

HENRY FONDA

•THERE GOES THE GROOM’

WHAT HAPPENS TO AMERICANS HELD
CAPTIVE IN WAR-ZONE?
THE TERROR OF WAR IN THE
MYSTERIOUS EAST!

boris

ESTABLISHED
FLORIST

KARLOFF

“West of Shanghai

Christmas Clubs
Will Distribute $320,000,000
Within

the

Every-Other-Day
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Limerock Pomona

People and Spots in the Late News

Weeks

Had Successful Session With

St. George Grange—The
Fifth On Four

Three hundred and twenty million
Limerock Valley Pomona met with
dollars will be distributed to about
St. George Grange Saturday after
6,603,020 Christmas Club members by
noon and evening. After the usual
approximately 4500 banking institu
order of business this program
tions and organizations within the
cpened with a song. Grange. At this
next two weeks according to an esti-1
time. 3 o'clock, the Grange stood in
mate given cut yesterday by Herbert
silent tribute, for a member whose
F. Rawll. founder and president of
< > «
funeral service was being held—Sister
Christmas Club, a Corporation. The
Belle Bowley.
annual distribution for 1937 and the
A most interesting talk was given
number of members participating has
by Miss Esther Dunham, county
agsnt for Knox and Lincoln Farm
not kept step with increased pay rolls
Bureau. She gave an outline of the
and increased employment.
work completed by the women, also
Decreased revenue from invest- I
of the annual meeting held in Com
ments, occasioned by the abnormally
munity Building and the Immense |
LAST
LAUGH,
TOO
.
.
.
After
low rates for money recently prevail
two-fisted campaign watched by
value being received from tlie exten
ing with and increased operating
entire nation, and punctuated
sion service of the University of
at intervals by such hilarity as
costs in banking institutions, have
BROTHER VS. BROTHER?
Maine. The 4-H Club work, directed
this. Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia,
. . . "No!” says Lloyd Budge,
made it difficult for some commercial!
right, and Thomas E. Dewey,
by Miss Lucihda Rich was most in
new
tennis
pro
at
Miami
Bilt

banks to profitably handle Christmas
left, were elected New York's
more Country Club. "Lead
teresting as well as entertaining.
Club deposits. While several banks
Mayor
and
District
Attorney,
ing players won't accept
The outstanding club “The (Jolly
respectively.
have met this situation by a small
'Open' tournaments, so I'll
Toilers" of St. George road was pres
never
meet
brother
Don
while
service charge, others are withhold
ent with its leader. Mrs Anderson,
he's king of the amateurs, ex
ing this form of saving until an im
cept in private matches.”
who entertained with Finnish folk
provement is established in the rates
' songs and dances. This club has had
for money.
100% attendance, held nine meet- |
Because of these factors, there was
, ings. won the most points, and re- '
a decrease in the number of partici
TURKEY DRESSING
ceived the placque. given by The
pating banks this year resulting in a
... Rehearsing for fifth
Courier-Gazette. Miss Rich reviewed
annual Turkey Day at ]
decline of the total number of people'
the vast amount of work done by the
Ramona,
Cal.,
which
participating in the Christmas Club
many clubs, and proved to her listencelebrates million-dol- I
accumulation.
The number of
lar bird and egg in
! ers. the great value of the extensoin
Christmas Club members for each
dustry December 5,
j service to boys and girls in rural
Georgia Kearney, Hel- J
participating bank, however, in-.
sections.
en Jones and Mary
creased on the average. 8r; and the
Kay are pictured wear
The question for discussion was ;
total per-bank accumulation in
ing costumes entirely
|
' What can we do to discourage ciga- i
of gobbler feathers.
creased about 11%. These increases
ret smoking among women?" Strong i
were substantial in all Mutual Sav
points on this subject were pointed
ings Banks There was a similar in
' out by Past Master Sara Young. I
crease in the estimate average
ADVANCE MAN . . . Said to be behindI Rose LeBlanc, Mary Nash of Cam
the-scenes director of American tour of
amount for each member from $46 50
den; Minnie Miles. 6erald Beverage. del.cious and plenty of lt. At 7 work
Duke
and
Duchess
of
Windsor,
Charles
in 1936 to $48 55 in 1937.
Bedeaux is shown with Mrs. Bedeaux
Herbert Brazier, Etta Anderson After was resumed in the fifth degree and
These estimates are based upon a
passing immigration officers on recent ar
the matter had grown to the boiling conferred cn four candidates from
rival from Europe.
substantial number of reports from
point it was summed up and no Pleasant Valley Grange. Leona Hick
institutions operating the Christmas
BIRTH OF BATTLEremedy found, other than a stop be man Russell Hickman. Vallie Mc
Club plan in different sections of the
WAGON . .. Driving riv
put to the growing of tobacco, or Laughlin. Oscar Simpson, who also
ets
in
keel
of
this
coun

country.
else some brilliant non-smoker con entertained on the (program with
try's first battleship in 14
In the distribution of Christmas
years. Assistant Secretary
ceive the idea of a new fad more guitar songs and solos. A reading
Club funds this year. New York
of Navy Charles Edison,
amusing.
(original poem) by M. E. Young,
Rear
Admiral
Clark
State leads the other States with
At 5.30 call came for supper served readings by Ella Robinson and Ma
Woodward
and
Lieut.
about $84,000,000 while the estimates
Gov. Wilkins Horton of
by St. George members, piping hot rion Barnes. A roll call, by all
for Pennsylvania are $33,000,000; for
North _ Carolina inaugu
rate work on S60.000.000 TEXAS "WAR BIRD" . . . Waging war only on cotton pests, this speeding
Massachusetts $28 000.000; for New
U. S. S. North Carolina plane is dusting a cotton field with a cloud of fine-ground sulphurwhieh
Jersey $22,000,000.
at Brooklyn Navy Yard. tests sponsored by Freeport Sulphur company show greatly increased cotton
i Merchants National Bank. Mobile.
'Ala.. $4:5.000.00.
' Union Bank & Trust Company, Los
Howard Savings Institution. New
’Angeles. Cal.. $600.000 00.
ark. N. J.. $914,000.00.
I Anglo California Natl. Bank &
Passaic National Bank & Trust Co.,
j Trust Co.. San Fraucisco. Cal .. $425.- Passaic, N. J.. $470 000.00
1000 00
National Savings Bank, Albany
(Continued from Page One)
eluded Scriptures, prayer and psalm
Bank of America N. T. & S A.. N. Y„ $615,000.00.
San Francisco, Cal.. $9,400,000.00.
Dr.
Koht
has
previously
P
a;d
two
sin
Sin&' aU in Norwegmn of course.
Bank of the Manhatten Company
Society for Savings. Hartford.' New York City. $3.575.00000.
I visits to the United States, and has And aL 'ast the antic;pated moment
Conn., $855.000 00.
written three books on American sub- arrived—-Dr. Koht’s lecture. While
Dollar Savings Bank, New York
jects, one of which was published in 1101 what we term a fiery speaker. Dr.
Connecticut Savings Bank, New City. $500,000.00.
English: “The Genesis of American Koht carries an earnestness ln his
Haven, Conn.. $610,000.00.
Seamen's Bank for Savings, New Independence."
manner that is most convincing.
Waterbury Savings Bank. Water York City, $1,650,000.00
. . . Everyone listened with keen attention
bury, Conn., $500,000.00.
Dime Savings Bank or Brooklyn.
This tells you who Dr Koht is. In and my Heistad men said that he
Riggs National Bank. Washington, Brooklyn, N. Y.. $900,000.00.
appearance he is about five feet eight gave an eloquent picture of Norway
D. C.. $695,000.00.
East New York Savings Bank. inches tall, of sturdy build, has steady today. The program clcsed with the
Washington Loan & Trust Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., $650,000.00.
blue eyes, gray hair and moustache, singing of the National hymn—“Ja, vi
Washington, D. C.. $460,000.00.
Green Point Savings Bank. Brook A very fine looking man, with polished elsker dette landet"—and benediction,
First National Bank, Chicago. Ill.. lyn, N. Y„ $650,000.00.
manners, but most democratic as he
Then we. in company with Dr. and
Lincoln Savings Bank. Brooklyn, mingles with people, and showing a Mrs. Havness and Mi's Eva Smitt$600,000.00.
;pecial tenderness toward his own Amundsen, went ever to the Norsk?
Fletcher Trust Company. Indian N. Y„ 690.000.00.
Roosevelt Savings Bank. Brooklyn, countrymen.
Selskap. which is a very fine Norapolis, Ind.. $430,000.00.
N. Y„ $503,000.00.
• ’ • *
wegian club, where Dr Koht and his
Maine Savings Bank, Portland,
South Brooklyn Savings Bank.
Thursday night. Nov. 4. we attend- official party were honor guests at a
Maine. $430,000.00.
Brooklyn, N. Y„ $455,000.00.
ed a lecture “Norge Idag" (Norway reception-banquet.
Boston Five Cents Savings Bank,
The jiorske Selskap has its own
Long Island City Savings Bank, Today)) given by Dr. Koht in the
Boston. Mass.. $650.000 00.
Long Island City. N. Y., $539,000.00. I Sjmannskirken (Seamen's Church) in club house, a large atractive house
Dorchester Savings Bank. Boston, Staten Island Savings Bank. Staten Brooklyn. We found the church filled wlth many well furnished rooms,
Mass., $450,000.00.
Island. N. Y., $500,000.00.
to overflowing, but as we had seats There is a spacious dining hall which
Home Savings Bank, Boston. Mass., Schenectady Savings Bank. Sche reserved for us through the kindness j presume is used for dances and other
$630,000.00.
nectady, N. Y„ $480,000.00.
of Mrs. John W. Havness. we were pretentious social affairs. Here on
Suffolk Savings Bank, Boston, Cleveland Trust Company, Cleve among the fortunate ones to be placed i one waU
a fine painting of FridtMass., $570.000 00.
land, Ohio, $1,380,000.00.
fairly near the front Seats had also jof Nansen, famous explorer. There
Cambridgeport
Savings
Bank, Ohio National Bank. Columbus. been reserved for seamen who entered ,
a^0 a .small dining room, with a
in large groups by a side door near I bar adjacent, and on the stair landCambridge, Mass.. $560,000.00.
Ohio, $700,000.00.
Worcester County Trust Co. Wor
Toledo Trust Company. Toledo, the altar, coming from the Seamen's ing is ample space fcr extra tables to
cester. Mass., $620,000.00.
Home which is a part of the church be placed If desired.
Ohio, $400,000.00.
property. Many of these men were
First Natl. Bank &, Trust Co. and
Upstairs is the library, a beautiful
Affiliates. Minneapolis. Minn., $1,100,- There is no finer way to remember j roughly dressed and showed in their room with exquisite paneling, a stun
000.00
your friends than by sending them I looks their life on the "briny deep ' ning fireplace, shelves of books, and
Northwestern Natl. Bank & Trust Christmas cards and to ere ai? r.o However, they were shown every lovely pen and ink drawings of noted
Co and Affiliates. Minneapolis. Minn., finer Christmas cards than those I courtesy and were noticeably inter- Norwegian characters in art. politics,
$1,665,000.00.
with your name, and monogram too, i ested in the evenings proceedings. etc. Also in this room are large paint
Commercial Trust Company, Jersey if you choose.
Our Personalized [ Many people milled about in the ings of King Haakon and Queen
City, N. J., $525,000.00.
Christmas Cards are dignified and ! street trying to gain entrance, and Maude. There are several other rooms,
Hudson County National Bank, have prestige not obtainable in any ushers liustled about trying to find and I was told that some of the
Jersey City, N. J., $740,000.00.
other form. See our line now. A j space to squeeze in a few more. (I bachelor members have rooms here,
Trust Company of New Jersey, one dollar bill will buy from 16 to 50 might say here that Brooklyn alone | amOng them being Herman Kiaer. a
OENERAL MOTORS TERMS TO SUIT YOUR PURSE
Jersey City, N. J., $850,000.00,
cards, depending on the quality and has approximately 40,000 Norwegians prominent New York business man
j and secretary and manager of the
Fidelity Trust Company, Newark, design. Postage 15 cents extra. The in its population).
The church itself is very interest- I Norwegian Chamber of Commerce,
N. J., $1,076,000.00.
THE LATEST AND GREATEST FEATURES
Courier-Gazette.—adv.
•
ing and rather nice. It is large with | The membership, male only, is limitOF AMERICA’S FINEST LOW-PRICED CAR
side arches and artistically turned,
and the fees naturally sizeable,
columns. The ceiling in these arches Rdf has been a member for some
is of blue, studded with silver stars, i years.
NIW SAFETY SHIFT OEAR CONTROL ‘(optional at slight extra cost)
The altar, quite elaborate, is built : (Continued in Thursday's issue)
NEW SILVER STREAK STYLING • NIW CLUTCH PEDAL BOOSTER
around and in front of a large paint- |
-----------------NEW SAFETY-STYLED INTIRIORS • NIW BATTERY LOCATION
ing of Christ on the Cross, and is ' There are 69 land-grant colleges in
flanked on either side by large Ameri- the United States and its territories,
PERFECTED KNEE-ACTION RIDI • IMPROVID CENTER-POINT STEERcan and Norwegian flag.'-. The organ among them the University of Maine.
ING • ADJUSTABLE, TILTING 3-PASSINGIR FRONT'SEAT • EXTRAloft is in the rear, and while the These institutions, celebrating this
LARGI LU66A6I COMPARTMENT • BIG-CAR WHIILBASI (117"
people were gathering an excellent or year their 75th anniversary, were per
ganist softly played many of the be manently endowed by the federal gov
an Six, 122" an Eight) • TRIPLE-SEALED HYDRAULIC BRAKES
loved old Norwegian melodies, such ernment under the terms of the Mor
UNISTIIL BODIES BY FISHER • FISHER NO-DRAFT VINTILATION
as Saeterjentens Sndag; Astri mi rill Act, signed by President Lincoln
COMPLETELY SEALED CHASSIS • SAFETY MULTI-BEAM HEADLIGHTS
in
the
early
days
of
the
Civil
War.
Astri; Aa Ola. Ola; Det Norske Flag,
The land-grant college organization
and others.
PRODUCT OF GENERAL MOTORS.
In connection with this church it j varies among states, but all are reis of interest, to know that Norway ' quired by law to offer instruction in
maintains such churches in every im- j agriculture and the mechanic arts,
portant port in the world. They are ! and in “military tactics."
for the sailormen and all expenses are J
-----------------borne by the Norwegian government.
Come in and examine our gorgeous
The Brooklyn property extends two ' unusual sample line of genuine Steel
or three blocks and includes the Engraved Greeting Cards with the
church, seamen's home and an activi- Personalized Appeal. Our big new
Christmas Card book is open for your
ties building.
712 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
When the official party arrived, the inspection. You'll be amazed at the
program began, with the pastor of the apparently costly cards at prices so
church officiating. Preliminaries in- low.—adv. The Courier-Gazette,

r

"What I have to be thankful for."
GLEN COVE
A paper was read by the Secretary
in praise of the work that had been
Mr. and Mrs. William Luce have
accompl shed by O. Gardner. A lis- i closed their home and will have
ing \ote of thanks was given the host apartments in Boston this winter.
grange. The next meeting wil! be with
Mrs. Laura Young of Lunenburg,
Pleasant Valley with election of offi N, s.. has been calling on friends
cers. a <5iristmas Tree, carol singing. here, enroute to Philadelphia.
The welfare committee will have a , Mr. and "Mrs. Fred Gregory have
white elephant sale for the regular returned from two weeks' stay in
fund.
Portland.

MADE AN UNUSUAL VISIT

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.

BETTER LOOKING • BETTER BUILT • A BLUER BUY I
> pVEN if the 1938 Silver Streak lacked the distinctive styling, the extra roominess, thc peak economy,
and all-around quality that set it apart from other

cars, the Safety Shift Gear Control* would still make you prefer
“the most beautiful thing on wheels.” For this great feature is the

finest improvement in handling ease in the low-price field.

Safety Shift clears the front floor completely, speeds up gear-

shifting, lets you drive with both hands near the wheel. It's a sign
and symbol of the amazing plus value built into America’s finest
low-priced car—value which, a ride will tell you, tops them all.
PONTIAC

MOTOR

DIVISION,

PONTIAC,

MICHIGAN

General Motors Seles Corporation

TWO GREAT RADIO PROGRAMS: "News Through a Wpman’s Eyes"
every Mon., Wed., and Fri. at 2 p.m., E.S.T., Columbia Network.

‘‘Varsity Show”—direct from the leading college campuses every
Friday night, NBC Blue Network at 9 p.m., E.S.T.—8 p.m., C.S.T —
7 p.m., M.S.T —6 p.m., P.S.T.
TUNE INI

A. LELAND BRYANT
MIDDLE STREET,

WISCASSET, ME.

